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Abstract

With the rise of the Internet and accessibility to online shopping and makerspaces,
there is a shift towards a more do-it-yourself oriented mindset. Consumers want
to be involved with the products they use or will purchase and have a say in
their features and quality. But in order to create their own products according to
their needs and wishes, they need access to project documentations or tutorials
that guide them through the process of making or give them pointers in the right
direction.
Unfortunately, the so called makers rarely document their work or provide such
documentations. They lack confidence in their projects or the skills to edit and
publish the documentation.

To solve the problem of editing, this thesis proposes formatting guidelines and lay-
out suggestions for do-it-yourself tutorials and project documentations. In order
to derive these guidelines and suggestions, semi-structured interviews were con-
ducted with thirteen makers. In these interviews, makers were given the task to
find a tutorial on a topic that interest them and were observed during the task exe-
cution and later on questioned about how they executed it. Those interviews were
analyzed qualitatively via coding.
In addition to the formatting guidelines and layout suggestions, this thesis pro-
poses a categorization of different documentation consumer types and their ex-
pectations towards project documentations, as well as an overview of the creative
process involved in creating a project.
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Überblick

Mit dem Aufkommen des Internets und dem Zugang zu Online-Shopping
und Makerspaces gibt es eine Verschiebung hin zu einer mehr do-it-yourself-
orientierten Denkweise. Die Verbraucher wollen an den Produkten, die sie
benutzen oder erwerben werden, beteiligt sein und ein Mitspracherecht bei deren
Eigenschaften und Qualität haben. Aber um ihre eigenen Produkte nach ihren
Bedürfnissen und Wünschen zu gestalten, brauchen sie Zugang zu Projektdoku-
mentationen oder Tutorials, die sie durch den Herstellungsprozess führen oder
ihnen Anregungen in die richtige Richtung geben.
Leider dokumentieren die so genannten Maker ihre Arbeit nur selten oder stellen
solche Dokumentationen selten zur Verfügung. Es fehlt ihnen das Vertrauen
in ihre Projekte oder die Fähigkeiten, die Dokumentation zu bearbeiten und zu
veröffentlichen.

Um das Problem des Editierens zu lösen, werden in dieser Arbeit For-
matierungsrichtlinien und Layoutvorschläge für do-it-yourself-Tutorials und Pro-
jektdokumentationen vorgeschlagen. Um diese Richtlinien und Vorschläge
abzuleiten, wurden halbstrukturierte Interviews mit dreizehn Makern geführt. In
den Interviews wurde den Makern die Aufgabe gestellt, ein Tutorial zu einem für
sie interessanten Thema zu finden und sie wurden bei der Ausführung der Auf-
gabe beobachtet und später dazu befragt, wie sie diese ausgeführt haben. Diese
Interviews wurden mittels Coding qualitativ ausgewertet.
Zusätzlich zu den Formatierungsrichtlinien und Layoutvorschlägen wird in dieser
Arbeit eine Kategorisierung verschiedener Dokumentationskonsumententypen
und deren Erwartungen an Projektdokumentationen vorgeschlagen sowie ein
Überblick über den kreativen Prozess bei der Erstellung eines Projekts gegeben.
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Conventions

Throughout this thesis we use the following conventions.

Text conventions

Source code and implementation symbols are written in
typewriter-style text.

myClass

The whole thesis is written in American English.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Makers rarely document their work. This is caused by them Makers rarely
document.forgetting to document [Tseng and Resnick [2014]] or be-

cause they do not think their project is good enough or they
lack the skill to do so [Kuznetsov and Paulos [2010]].
But what is a maker and what are their projects? Gen- Everyone is a maker

as soon as they
create something
from scratch.

erally speaking, any activity where you create something
new counts as making, this includes activities such as cook-
ing, welding, sewing or sculpting [Hsu et al. [2017], Sav-
age [2012]] . In this thesis the term will be used as Dale
Dougherty, the founder of the Maker Movement, uses it,
since it is the most inclusive definition of maker. He says,
the term ”maker” can be applied to each and everyone,
since we all make while preparing food, tending to our gar-
dens or mending clothes [Dougherty [2012]].
Understanding what a maker is and who identifies as one, Making and

documenting the
project as
self-expression.

helps identifying their needs and struggles. During his
speech at the Maker Fair in 2014, Adam Savage, an Ameri-
can fabricator, educator and very vocal part of the maker
movement, said ”Humans do two things that make us
unique from all other animals; we use tools and we tell sto-
ries.” [Savage [2014]]. But since makers rarely document
their work and therefore cannot really tell the story of their
project and making process, part of this self-expression as
a human comes short. Besides the aspect of self-expression
there are other reasons why people make.
The reasons for making are diverse. Savage describes it as Diverse reasons why

people make.an urge [Savage [2012]], others see it as an experimental

https://makerfaire.com/maker-movement/
https://en.maker-faire.de/
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Figure 1.1: Worldwide Googletrends for DIY from 2004 to Today (1.3.2021)
[Source]. From 2004 to 2011 Fluctuating Between 20% to 40% Relative Interest as
Compared to Maximum. From 2011 Steady Growth Towards Peak at 100% Interest
in April 2020. Then Decline Back to around 60% Interest as Before Peak.

and playful way to learn [Hsu et al. [2017]] and another
group of people would say it is a way to show off your skill
or present yourself to the world [Halverson and Sheridan
[2014]]. Figuring out why people make is relevant since
it influences the expectations regarding the documentation
they use to make their project. Writers of the documen-
tation have expectations towards how they want to cap-
ture their project and how they wish to present it in the
end. The consumers of documentation have expectations
towards the presentation and content of the documenta-
tion. Consumers that want to learn might need a bit more
information while consumers that want to rebuild might
just need the steps leading towards a working end result.
Figuring out those expectations and what they mean for
the writers and their documentation designs is a goal of this
thesis.

Additionally, currently there is a shift towards a do-it-Why is this topic
relevant now? Shift
towards more DIY -

possible reasons:
sustainability,

self-expression and
accessibility of

Internet and
makerspaces.

yourself (DIY) mindset and maker culture. A look at the
Google and YouTube trends for ”DIY” in Figure 1.1 and
Figure 1.2 visualizes this trend of a rise in the search for
DIY, beginning around 2012. This could be due to the
greater accessibility of the Internet for all ages and the
availability of more and more platforms for knowledge
exchange, thus resulting in the formation of online com-
munities of various sizes heavily involved in DIY one way
or another [Kuznetsov and Paulos [2010]]. Another reason
could be the increased ecological awareness and a rise in

https://trends.google.de/trends/explore?date=all&q=diy
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Figure 1.2: Worldwide YouTubetrends for DIY from 2008 to Today (3.3.2021)
[Source]. From 2008 to 2012 Constant around 7% Relative Interest as Compared
to Maximum. From 2012 Steady Growth Towards Peak at 100% Interest in August
2017. Then Decline back to around 50%, after Smaller Peak of 74% in April 2020.

a sustainable lifestyle. Ideas like recycling and upcycling
are very present in media right now. This means, people
would rather try to repair something broken instead of
buying something new, whenever that is a viable solution.
In addition to being a more sustainable approach, it is most
often cheaper or the end result of higher quality, which
is another reason people might fall back on DIY [Wolf
and McQuitty [2011]]. In his talk at the Maker Fair 2012,
Savage also mentioned something about this trend. He
said, ”We are seeing a generational shift back to Making...
I’ve built and participated in the building of things from
scratch: Robots, theater sets, furniture, and props, but
the love of the objects themselves, this child’s desire for
the impossible toy seen in a movie, or seen in my head.
Wanting to make it, make it something that I have and
something I have held... That want of those things, and
teaching myself how to make things in order to have them
is the engine of everything I have achieved in my whole
life up till now... It doesn’t matter what you make, and
it doesn’t matter why. The importance is that you are
making something.” [Savage [2012]], this means another
reason for this trend could be that people want to make
things they saw somewhere and own them or use them
as an opportunity to learn or express themselves in this
world. Nowadays, creating bigger, more elaborate projects
is made possible by the accessibility of tools via maker
spaces such as Fablabs or in your own home in the form of
3D printers, microcontrollers, etc.

https://trends.google.de/trends/explore?date=all_2008&gprop=youtube&q=diy
https://www.fablabs.io/
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The storytelling aspect Savage mentioned in his talk inSharing via platforms
like Instructables or
personal blogs. But

there are different
media types to

choose from.

2014 is the focus of this thesis. As already mentioned there
are several platforms makers can use to share their projects
or project documentations. These documentations are
more often referred to as tutorials and come in the shape
of videos, texts, pictures or a wild mix. Faced with such an
array to choose from, the question of what to pick arises.
Afterwards, there is the problem of how to format the
tutorial and which information to include and which not.
At the end, the decision of which platform to upload the
tutorial to is quite relevant, since there are different target
audiences present and layouts required. Available plat-
forms are for example YouTube, Instructables, thingiverse
or personal blogs. To our knowledge, there seems to be
no all-encompassing guideline that helps a maker decide
on all these different things for their tutorial. Some papers
tried to provide guidelines and formatting suggestions
for some tutorial types and those will be discussed in the
Related Work part of this thesis.

The goal of this thesis is to provide answers to theThis thesis strives to
provide quality

criteria for tutorials
through maker

interviews.

questions, what quality criteria and characteristics of sub-
jectively ”good” tutorials are and what ”good” tutorials are
to different consumer groups. In order to find these char-
acteristics, interviews with makers of different experience
levels, ages, occupations and nationalities were conducted.
This study helps to understand how a maker searched for a
tutorial with a given project idea. A complete overview of
the study and its results will be given in the section Study
Setup and Results.

https://www.youtube.com/
https://www.instructables.com/
https://www.thingiverse.com/
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Chapter 2

Related work

There has been some research into the topic of project doc- Existing research on
maker motivation to
make, how they
search for
documentation and
how they use it.

umentation by makers, or DIY behavior, as it is more of-
ten referred to in literature. Mainly the motivations for
why people make was researched and sometimes the how
people search for documentations or how they use them.
But, according to our knowledge, not on how to evaluate
whether or not a documentation is good. There are no met-
rics to evaluate a documentation’s quality. Some papers
though, tried to understand how makers document their
work or suggested formats that would yield documenta-
tions that are more accessible or easier to work with by
leading to less errors.
This chapter is split into several sections, covering the top-
ics why makers make, how they use documentations and
how makers document projects.

2.1 Why Make?

A visual representation that sums up the most common Conceptual Model of
Motivations for DIY.reasons for DIY was created by Wolf and McQuitty [2011].

Their graphic can be seen in Figure 2.1. It depicts ”Market-
place Evaluation” and ”Identity Enhancement” as the two
main motivators.
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Figure 2.1: Conceptual Model Displaying the Motivations and Outcomes of DIY
Behavior Directly Taken from Wolf and McQuitty [2011].

The reason why this topic is discussed in this thesis isReason for
discussing why
makers make.

because understanding the why might help to gain some
deeper insight into what makers expect and need in the
tutorials they consume.

”Marketplace Evaluation” comprises the notions of lackingExplanation
”Marketplace

Evaluation”
motivators.

accessibility to products as well as them lacking in quality,
the ability to produce products for a lower price than they
would be able to buy them for and a need to personalize
and customize products to tailor them to specific needs.
Overall, this motivator signifies a dissatisfaction with
products offered by the market and the maker wanting to
work around this dissatisfaction by making the product
themselves and thus engaging in DIY.

”Identity Enhancement” depicts the ideas of finding fulfill-Explanation ”Identity
Enhancement”

motivators.
ment in your craft, feeling empowered by your work and
the control it implies, finding community in the form of
like-minded people, and satisfying the need for uniqueness
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in the object you possess. Some of these motivators are
echoed by other papers, especially the community seeking
aspect will be discussed a bit more in depth later on in this
section.
The notion of fulfillment through craft can be found in Self-fulfillment from

DIY as a motivator.other research as well. Rosner and Bean [2009] remark in
their paper that study participants mentioned they needed
DIY as a contrast to their daily work life that involves
less physical work and draw satisfaction from both the
required design work as well as the more haptic physical
work with the materials and tools. They described the
activities as having something cathartic or purgative since
there is a strong contrast between the violent destruction
and creating something new.
The creation aspect of this process was partially described Obsession to make

as a motivator.as an urge. They saw it as being obsessed with the need
to create something from scratch and turning material into
something completely different [Rosner and Bean [2009]].
Additionally, the need for uniqueness was also something Uniqueness of end

product and
ownership of it as a
motivator.

they encountered in their study. It was mentioned in the
context of style in Ikea furniture, ”Ikea has no style, there
is style but style is lost when too many people buy the
same brand” [Rosner and Bean [2009]]. Participants would
alter the furniture to make it something more unique and
personal, the piece would be an expression of themselves
and turn into something they made and less something
made by Ikea. It almost seems like for some, being creative
was not just a trait but a part of their personality they
needed to carry outwards and show off to others in the
form of their projects. Whether or not that rings true for
every maker, expressing creativity is a recurring motivator
[Kuznetsov and Paulos [2010]]

After explaining the motivations depicted in Figure 2.1 the Wolf and McQuitty’s
”DIY Behaviors” and
definition of DIY.

next step is to understand the DIY actions involved. In
order to do this, we need to understand Wolf and Mc-
Quitty’s definition of DIY. Their definition is based on the
tools and materials used. For them, there is a clear dis-
tinction between Arts and Crafts and DIY since the parts
are acquirable at different retailers and in completely dif-
ferent price ranges. Thus, DIY becomes a money-walled
activity only accessible to those, who have enough finan-
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cial flexibility or leeway. Additionally, they also exclude
some crafts by defining DIY projects to ”require greater
levels of innovation, design, knowledge, skills, and time”
[Wolf and McQuitty [2011]] than others. This is an alter-
nate approach to the definition as for example the one men-
tioned by Kuznetsov and Paulos [2010]. For whom DIY
has a low barrier of entry since the projects are not very
cost-intensive and the required knowledge is easily acces-
sible on the Internet, making it a beginner friendly activity.
As already mentioned, this thesis employs DIY and its core
idea the same way Kuznetsov and Paulos [2010] use it and
would count such activities as cooking and knitting as DIY,
as compared to Wolf and McQuitty [2011] who would ex-
clude both of those.
However, for DIY activities the definition from Wolf and
McQuitty [2011] will from hereon out be used. They define
it as ”activities in which individuals engage raw and semi-
raw materials and component parts to produce, transform
or reconstruct material possessions including those drawn
from natural environment” [Wolf and McQuitty [2011]].

Finding a community to involve yourself in, either in theDIY communities to
find like-minded

people for sharing
ideas, motivation and

knowledge.

form of actively sharing or simply lurking around and ab-
sorbing everything from motivation to knowledge and in-
spiration like a sponge, appears to be an overarching mo-
tivator for makers [Rosner and Bean [2009], Torrey et al.
[2009], Wolf and McQuitty [2011]]. Kuznetsov and Paulos
[2010] defined a community in this sense as ”a group of
people who share common goals and interests - communi-
cating through mediums online and in person”.
Getting involved with a community comes both with ad-
vantages and disadvantages. On the one hand, there is a
deep well of knowledge readily available as well as a lot
of support, motivation and inspiration; on the other hand,
the prospect of sharing your idea with others is connected
to a lot of anxiety, either because of considering your own
work ”not good enough” in some way [Kuznetsov and
Paulos [2010]] or for fear of it being appropriated and thus
it not being unique anymore, lessening your own unique-
ness in self-expression [Rosner and Bean [2009]]. Most of
the time, the desire to put yourself out there [Rosner and
Bean [2009]] or give back to the community [Kuznetsov and
Paulos [2010], Torrey et al. [2009]] outweighs those fears.
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Figure 2.2: Different Types of Contributions to the DIY
Community Sorted by Frequency Directly Taken from
Kuznetsov and Paulos [2010].

It is important to note that though makers seem to value
being part of a community and sharing to some degree,
they like to keep to themselves during the process of ac-
tually creating [Kuznetsov and Paulos [2010]]. Similar to a
swarm of wasps, each of them is an individual with their
own work but they are only complete in their respective
hive where they all work together and towards a common
goal [Rosner and Bean [2009]].

Interacting with a community is possible in several ways. Sharing and
interacting via
several ways.

Figure 2.2 shows the most common contribution types
sorted by frequency. According to Figure 2.2, most con-
tributions come in the form of comments, questions and
responses to either of those two. Questions or comments
about a maker’s own project are a little less common which
might be linked to the fact that showing failures or uncer-
tainties in a project can harm the reputation you have in
a community [Tseng and Resnick [2014]]. The most com-
mon contribution type related to a maker’s own project is
pictures. Step-by-step instructions are less common and
videos the least. This decline might be caused by the
amount of work creating a tutorial on a project is.
Interactions in the form of commenting or answering ques- Learning as a

motivator to
contribute in DIY
communities.

tions seem to be so frequent since explaining is known to
be a great way of testing knowledge and retaining it. Ad-
ditionally, those interactions also lead to feedback, which
leads to more learning and getting insight into other views
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Figure 2.3: Motivations to Contribute to DIY Projects
Sorted by Frequency Directly Taken from Kuznetsov and
Paulos [2010]

on a topic. This new focus on learning is also mirrored in
their results to the question of why people contribute to
DIY projects, which can be seen in Figure 2.3. Creativity
being the biggest motivator and making things that cannot
easily be bought the third biggest, closely being followed
by personalization. Furthermore, commenting in general is
used to make new acquaintances which might lead to op-
portunities for more exchange both online and in person.
These acquaintances or contacts are also used for a differ-
ent type of knowledge exchange that will be explained in
How to Use Tutorials?.

According to their behaviors and values in communities,Grouping makers by
behavior and
motivations.

makers can be grouped into three different types [Torrey
et al. [2009]]. These types help to understand what makers
search for in tutorials and, in part, how they use them.
The first type is the ”Guru Seeker”. They seek out expertsGuru Seeker wants

to learn ”correct” way
of making.

in a DIY domain to learn the right way to make things.
They want to have in-depth knowledge on a topic and
learn every minute detail there is.
”The Supporter” behaves exactly as the name implies.The Supporter wants

to support others. They just want to make and support others in their making
since making brings them such joy that they want others to
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experience it themselves.
”Uniquists” want to make something novel and unique, Uniquists want to

contribute novel
things.

thus gathering as little knowledge as they need to carry
out their project and figuring out the rest themselves.
They strive to contribute something completely new to
their community, for example a new project approach or
technique.
A maker that wants to write a tutorial for other makers,
needs to understand these different types and decide on
who they want to write for since they all require different
types of tutorials.

Overall, the core ideas for making can be grouped into the Core motivations for
DIY or making and
DIY as a culture.

two topics of ”Marketplace Evaluation” and ”Identity En-
hancement”. ”Marketplace Evaluation” are more outward
inspired motivators based on a product’s quality, avail-
ability and features. ”Identity Enhancement” are more
emotional motivators linked to self-expression, validation,
ownership and learning.
Maker communities and maker culture seem based on
knowledge exchange, creativity and the joy of creating
something, and exploring something novel.

2.2 How to Use Tutorials?

Torrey et al. [2009] describes how over the process of mak- Different knowledge
types during project:
Inspiration vs
technical information.

ing, different knowledge and search types are required.
A project usually starts with the search for some kind of
inspiration, this involves browsing other makers’ projects
to get inspired or stumbling over techniques that might
inspire a project of its own. The other kind of search
usually starts when running into a problem while making
that cannot be solved with the currently available resources
and needs to be fixed immediately. The two types will
from hereon out be called inspirational search and search
for technical information.
Searching for those knowledge types can be done in several Different search

types during project:
Keyword Search vs.
Knowledge Gifts.

ways, as well. One approach is the keyword search. People
employing the keyword search seem to generally be aware
of its drawbacks and do not expect to get the perfect results
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right away. A keyword search depends on knowing the
right search term. This can be especially difficult for new-
comers to a domain. They might be unaware of the name
of a certain technique or pattern, so finding results using
that specific thing can be difficult, but they mostly manage
to make do by iterately coming closer to the correct term
through description and triangulation. Another downfall
can be the high amount of results a search yields. Filtering
those results can be a tedious task. If it is an event that has
to be done again and again, it can lead to frustration if not a
complete discard of the project or approach it is connected
to. Another approach is the retrieval of knowledge gifts.
This can be done both online and offline and relies on
the previously mentioned formation of contacts. Makers
position themselves in their communities and broadcast
their current projects and interests in the hopes of being
forwarded helpful information that can bridge knowledge
gaps.
Additionally, it is important to note, that the informationInformation is context

dependent thus
difficult to decide

whether it is helpful
or not.

acquired might not fit the context a maker is in. They
might have slightly different tools and material around
than the one mentioned in their information source and
need to adapt. Thus it is difficult to decide whether or
not information found is satisfactory, making the search
for knowledge and the filtering process more challenging
[Torrey et al. [2009], Tseng and Resnick [2014]].

Torrey et al. [2009] and Torrey et al. [2007] mention theFinding inspiration as
a habitual process. inspirational search as something that gradually becomes

a habit for some makers. They find websites, keywords,
blogs and communities they feel comfortable and inter-
ested in and make it a habit to browse them regularly.
Through this regular browsing, they stumble upon in-
spirational pieces of information or technical knowledge
for later use. Not only information and knowledge can
be acquired that way though, makers might find like-
minded people that search their interest and get connected.
Through this connection they share information with each
other thus building a web with a constant flow of knowl-
edge possibly from various domains and backgrounds.
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After accumulating the knowledge required for the project Two types of
knowledge users:
”Back burner” vs
”Just keep moving”.

it has to be used. Torrey et al. [2009] names two different
types of knowledge users. One user is the so-called ”Back
Burner”, they mostly work on several projects at the same
time, focusing on one project for as long as they can more
or less effortlessly work on it. Once they run into an issue
with the current project that they cannot immediately
solve, they bench the project and pick up a different one.
The ”Back Burner” continuously collects information about
their various projects and reactivate a benched one as soon
as they have helpful information and feel confident that
they can continue working on it.
The other type is the ”Just Keep Moving”. These users
do as their name implies. They just keep on working on
their project and taking on problems with the trial and
error approach. A maker of this type usually has only one
project at a time and probably less complex ones. There are
noticeable differences in their material and tool acquisition
as well. A ”Back Burner” usually has a hoarding mentality
and keeps everything that might come in handy at some
point while a ”Just keep moving” type keeps only the parts
required for the current project at hand.
A different type of knowledge user that should be consid- Artist more driven by

passion and not
knowledge.

ered despite not fitting in with ”Back Burner” and ”Just
keep moving” is the artist. Artists are driven by passion
instead of a thirst for knowledge. This user consumes
mostly visual media and gains their knowledge from
those. They are after the inspiration and seem to go on
from there.

According to the study conducted in Tseng and Resnick Experience and
involvement in
community as
influencer of priority
placement on
knowledge types.

[2014] there is a correlation between the involvement in a
community as well as the experience in authorship and a
maker’s priority placement on the knowledge types.
They found that makers who have not yet authored
tutorials place more value on learning than authors.
Furthermore, they also discovered that makers frequently
visiting their favorite websites place more value on getting
new ideas and inspiration than the ones who do not.
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Independent of the type of knowledge user, there areHow tutorials are
used while making.

Nitpicking,
modifications and

personalization.

different ways of working with the information or tutorial.
Some makers see a tutorial as a reference for making
something instead of a blueprint or guide to recreate after.
These makers often nitpick parts from several tutorials
and use those pieces to create their own ”Frankenstein’s
Monster” [Tseng and Resnick [2014]],
As already mentioned, divergence from tutorials might
be a necessity due to the context of the maker, but other
times these divergences are wanted. Some makers see
personalizing and modifying their project as the fun part.
This aspect of making already occurred in Rosner and Bean
[2009] and reoccurred in Tseng and Resnick [2014].
Other makers pick up tutorials to improve them. For
example, by finding alternatives for materials and tools
to lower the required budget for a tutorial, or by finding
alternative techniques to alter the difficulty level [Tseng
and Resnick [2014]].
These behaviors imply that a tutorial should not be seen
as something used to completely recreate but rather as a
support or reference in your own making process. Thus
the focus in the tutorial should be on teaching tools to use
afterwards and not a set in stone way to only realize this
one project.

2.3 How to Make Tutorials?

Papers on how to write the tutorials were more difficultEvolution of creation
sharing process due

to growth of the
Internet and forming
of communities and

platforms.

to come by. Those discussed in this section depicted a
shift from documenting projects on a personal blog [Torrey
et al. [2007]] to using different types of media in a how-to
tutorial [Torrey et al. [2009]] to using a software that
automatically creates video tutorials [Chi et al. [2012]].
This shift occurred in part due to the rise and expansion
of the Internet, leading to the formation of more online
communities that facilitate the sharing of resources and in
part due to the technology for documentation being more
accessible. The creation and alteration of digital media gets
increasingly easier and the Internet offers many resources
to support those processes. Furthermore, some platforms,
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for example Instructables, offer templates to support the
writing and sharing of tutorials. [Torrey et al. [2009]]

Tseng and Resnick [2014] describes the process of docu- Making vs
documenting.menting a project as disruptive. Makers would often find

themselves forgetting to document a step and needed to
decide whether or not they wanted to start from scratch to
document it or simply ignored the lack of a picture or video
to illustrate the process. Especially for bigger projects, the
prospect of having to recreate the step would be daunting
and bothersome. Overall, the process of documenting
impedes the process of making and is thus often neglected
or ignored. Others are not confident enough in their project
or creativity and will not document from the get-go [Torrey
et al. [2007]] making it impossible to change their mind
later on.

If makers still decide to document, they face the decision The different media
types to chose from:
Static vs dynamic
tutorials.

of which media to use for their tutorial. Tseng and Resnick
[2014] mention that makers start the documentation pro-
cess after finishing their project by creating a timeline and
then figuring out how to describe it. Additional material,
such as schematics or diagrams, is often created after the
project is completed as well [Torrey et al. [2007]].
Chi et al. [2012] discuss the two types of tutorials and
evaluate a third possible one. They mention static and
dynamic tutorials and the viability of a mix of both.
Static tutorials use texts and pictures making them more Static Tutorials use

text and pictures.appealing for visual based learners [Looß [2001]]. Most of
the time, these tutorials are easy to scan since consumers
can read the text at their own pace and, depending on the
formatting, a step-by-step format is employed.
Dynamic tutorials are video based and thus more difficult Dynamic Tutorials

use videos.to scan as static ones, since handling a video involves
more manual actions and depending on how the consumer
works with it, steps can be missed easily. A critical benefit
that a video offers and a picture alone cannot, is displaying
complex processes or minor context details, e.g. how much
pressure should be applied when using a tool or how to
hold it in relation to the material. If consumers do work
with a dynamic tutorials, they can be both visual and

https://www.instructables.com/
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Figure 2.4: Error Frequency While Using the Different Tu-
torial Types Directly Taken from Chi et al. [2012]

auditive learners [Looß [2001]] since both channels, the
visual and audio channel, are used to transmit information.
Mixing a static tutorial with a dynamic one would appealMix of static and

dynamic. to both types of learners while still being as easy to scan as
a static one. This format would imply easy to digest and
follow steps supported by pictures and videos that explain
the process required to complete the step. Consumers of
this tutorial type would be able to work at their own pace
and freely choose the type of media they require for the
execution of a step. This both reduces the errors made
while working with a tutorial as can be seen in Figure 2.4
and increases the user satisfaction.

Wakkary et al. [2015] offered some insight into tutorial re-Suggested
guidelines for text
based tutorials by

Wakkary et al.
[2015].

quirements and studies observing consumers working with
them. In their study, the researchers involved with this pa-
per conducted pre-selected tutorials of varying difficulty to
analyze struggles while working with the tutorials. Based
on those struggles, design guidelines for tutorials were
formed. The main results of Wakkary et al. [2015] were:

• Accurate information

• Complete tool and component list

• Mention the necessary tools and components

• Mention required knowledge

• Offer a sequential step format
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• Offer text and images in clear relation to each other

• Quality images with consistent formatting

Those guidelines offer a first impression of possible points Goal of thesis is to
test and expand
those guidelines.

of struggle for consumers if the writer does not meet them.
One goal of this thesis is to find out if these results are repli-
cable with a different study setup and participant group.
The overall goal is to expand those guidelines and offer
some more detail on when in the tutorial and how those
guidelines should be met.
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Chapter 3

Study Setup and Results

In order to discover metrics for the evaluation of documen- Two cycles of
semi-structured
interviews with
makers.

tation quality, two different surveys with makers were con-
ducted. The first round of surveys were five minute semi-
structured interviews that were used to gain an overview
of how often makers consumed documentations and for
which reasons. From the survey’s answers, more thorough
questions and approaches to tutorial quality were built.
These were then applied and tested in a second and more
in depth cycle of semi-structured interviews.

3.1 5 Minute Semi-Structured Interviews

3.1.1 Setup and Participant Demographics

The first round of surveys employed shorter interviews and Five minute
semi-structured
interviews.

asked more general questions than the second cycle. These
interviews were mostly conducted in the FabLab Aachen
and took five minutes.

For this interview there were no criteria for participation No criteria for
participation besides
interest in making.

beside an interest in DIY and making, which was assumed
to be present for visitors of a makerspace. The participant
demographics can be seen in Table 3.1.
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ID Age Occupation DIY Experience

1 24 Student Sometimes DIY Projects

2 24 Student n/a

3 22 Student Frequently Working on Own Projects

4 23 Student Handicrafts at Home

5 29 PhD Student Tinkering around the House

6 27 Student n/a

7 28 Student Some DIY Experience

8 27 Research Assistant n/a

9 25 Student None

10 26 Student Occasionally

11 20 Student Occasionally

12 23 Student Occasionally since knowing about FabLab

Table 3.1: Participant Demographics of the Five Minute
Semi-Structured Interviews

The questionnaire can be found in Appendix A.

3.1.2 Results

The interviews implied that participants consumed orMostly video
consumption and

irregular schedule.
remembered mostly consuming videos and that they
do so irregularly. Six participants explicitly mentioned
consuming videos, whereas the rest did not mention a
specific medium they prefer consuming. Five participants,
three of them being ones that prefer consuming videos,
mentioned having a loosely regular rhythm for consuming
project documentations. These rhythms were daily, every
other day, twice a week, weekly or every other month.

There were several reasons a participant consumed docu-Documentation
before beginning

project, to get ideas,
motivation, ”shopping

list” or reference.

mentation and when in their creative process. Documenta-
tion was consumed before starting a project to get ideas or
motivation or to find a ”shopping list” from a project sim-
ilar to the one they had in mind. A ”shopping list” in this
context refers to a parts list often found in tutorials that list
all the required tools and materials for the project. Another
more concrete reason to consume a documentation, besides
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getting a shopping list, was to find reference for a project.
In this case, participants already have a project in mind and
want to see how other makers realized this type of project.
During the building process, participants would search for Documentation

during project to help
with problems.

project documentation whenever problems arrive they can-
not fix on their own.
At the end of the building process, participants would Documentation after

project to fix errors
and compare results.

search for documentation to fix errors or compare the re-
sult. Two participants would prefer searching for docu-
mentation at the end of their project since they enjoy get-
ting in the flow of working and do not like interrupting to
search for information or since they want to rely on their
own skill until the end.

Participants interacted with documentation in three differ- Three different
interaction types:
reading all,
nitpicking, skimming.
Interaction depends
on where in creative
process and reason
behind interaction.

ent ways, based on where in their creative process they are
and why they require a documentation. Those three ways
of interacting are reading all, nitpicking and skimming.
Nitpicking in this context refers to the action of searching
for one specific piece of information. Skimming refers to
the act of reading not the whole text but only keywords or
phrases and shorter segments of text around those. The in-
teraction types are coined on text based documentation but
the concept behind them can also be applied to video based
ones. Since videos were also consumed by the participants,
they are also included in these interaction types.
Participants would read all of the documentation or watch Read all for

guidance, to get an
overview of project or
process, or out of
interest.

the complete video for one of three reasons. One reason is
that a participant requires guidance for a process or the act
of building their project. Then a participant would search
for a step-by-step documentation and use it to get through
the process. Another reason is that a participant watches a
video completely to get an overview of the project or pro-
cess. The last reason is that a participant would be inter-
ested in the topic and wants to learn more about it or get
involved with it in some way. One participant explained
they watch DIY tutorials for entertainment since they enjoy
watching people fail at their projects.
Participants interacted with documentation by nitpicking Nitpicking to

overcome specific
problem.

them when they required solutions for specific problems.
One participant mentioned watching video tutorials com-
pletely once and then returning to them for nitpicking cer-
tain parts they were struggling with or combine with other
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documentation.
In order to get a rough grasp of the documentation’s con-Skimming to get

ideas, get rough
grasp of concept and

recreate a project
without all the details

or help.

cept or the idea behind it, participants resorted to skim-
ming the documentation. Another reason for skimming is
that participants wanted to recreate the project without re-
lying on the documentation completely. They wanted to
get a brief glance of the steps involved and then recreate it
from memory without all the help and details.

For the interviews, documentations were separated intoTwo types of
documentation:

process
documentation and

step-by-step
documentation.

two different categories, process documentations and step-
by-step documentations. Process documentations were
summarized as highly detailed documentations that in-
clude failures along the way of completing the project, dis-
cussions of the different approaches, if there were alterna-
tive approaches to be considered, and maybe ”extra” in-
formation or knowledge that is related to the topic but not
relevant for the execution of the project. Step-by-step doc-
umentation were described as documentations that did not
offer all the ”extra” information along the way but only in-
cluded the relevant steps to complete the project and how
to execute them.
Participants who already have knowledge or experience inStep-by-step

documentation for
people with domain

knowledge.

the domain of the project preferred step-by-step documen-
tations. They explained that this documentation type is eas-
ier to navigate and thus easier to nitpick from. Addition-
ally, they also mentioned that they appreciated the short
and precise explanations more than long and detailed ones.
Participants with little knowledge or experience in the do-Process

documentation for
beginners or

interested people.

main preferred process documentation. This was also the
case with participants that were simply interested in the
topic a documentation is about. The process documenta-
tion would enable the consumer to understand what was
done in the project and why things were done that way.
Participants mentioned that this helped them follow the tu-
torial. Moreover, participants mentioned that they appreci-
ated the additional knowledge that is usually not included
in step-by-step documentations since they can use it in fu-
ture projects and it might enable them to realize bigger and
better projects.
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ID Age Gender Occupation Nationality How Often DIY How Long DIYing

4 25 Male Games Programmer German Less Never

14 23 n/a Student German Every Other Week 3 Years

22 26 Female Research Assistant/PhD Student German Irregularly 2017

23 33 Female Research Assistant German Yearly 10 Years

26 24 Male Student German Yearly 7 Years

28 26 Male Student German Weekly 2 Years

30 32 Male IT Consultant German Monthly Few Years

38 22 Male Student Belgian Yearly about 2 Years

43 61 Male Chemical Laboratory Assistant German Monthly 25 Years

44 60 Female House Wife German Every Other Week about 40 Years

45 65 Male Professor American/British/Israeli Daily A little less than 65 Years

51 29 Female Member of Technical Staff American Every Other Week Since Childhood

52 47 n/a Director Open Hardware Lab German Daily Since Childhood

Table 3.2: Participant Demographics of the Semi-
Structured Maker Interviews

3.2 Semi-Structured Maker Interviews

3.2.1 Setup and Participant Demographics

For the second cycle of interviews, from which the dataset Gathering participant
demographics via
survey questionnaire.

that was analyzed over the course of this thesis was de-
rived, a more mixed participant pool was required as the
maker community as the target group is diverse. The par-
ticipants’ demographics were gathered in an online five
minute long survey and used to select the participant pool.
Table 3.2 visualizes the participant demographics. In oder
to understand how often and since when the participants
partake in DIY actions, the participants had to answer
the questions ”How often do you carry out DIY (do-it-
yourself) projects?” and ”How long have you been doing
DIY projects?”. The participants’ average age was about
36.38 years and the variance of the age was 255.42. Partic-
ipants’ DIY frequency ranged from yearly to daily and the
duration for which they have been conducting DIY projects
ranged from a little less than 65 years to never.

Candidates for participation in the interviews were sent a Preparing candidate
setup.document with information regarding the required setup.

This document can be viewed in the Appendix B.

The interviews were in a think-aloud style. A participant Think-aloud style
interviews with
follow-up questions.

was given a task which they had to work on while being ob-
served and after completing the task, follow-up questions
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regarding the task execution were discussed. Each inter-
view was conducted in German or English, depending on
the participant’s preference.
First participants were welcomed and introduced to theStudy structure:

Scripted study
introduction, task

execution, follow-up
questions.

idea of the study and their task during it. Those intro-
ductions were drafted beforehand, thus preparing all par-
ticipants the same way, reducing external bias. The ses-
sion’s task was to find a tutorial for a project the partici-
pant would be interested in completing. The participant’s
were asked to find a tutorial that suits their interest, in or-
der to try to ensure that the search is as realistic and engag-
ing as possible and obtain reliable data. After introducing
the task, they were asked to share their screen and begin
the task. Any questions that arose during the task execu-
tion were answered quickly or postponed to a later point
if they would take too long to answer to reduce task inter-
ruptions and keep the participant focused. During the task,
the participant was observed and notes were taken. These
notes were then used to form follow-up questions about the
participant’s behavior and tutorial selection process. These
questions were asked after the participant announced they
were finished with the task.
A complete study protocol can be found in Appendix B.

The sessions were recorded and evaluated via coding. Cod-Data evaluation via
coding. ing is the process of assigning language or text, or visual

data a keyword or -phrase that captures its essence and
summarizes it [Saldaña [2013]]. Process codes and evalu-
ation codes were chosen [Saldaña [2013]] to evaluate the
recordings.
Process codes were used to describe and capture a partici-Process codes for

participant behavior. pant’s behavior from the beginning of the task execution to
when they announced they completed the task. This way,
we tried to capture a participant’s complete creative pro-
cess.
The evaluation codes can be divided into two groups. FirstEvaluation codes for

impressions or
thoughts and layout
recommendations.

off, the impression group, which can again be split into
positive and negative. And secondly, the recommendation
codes. The codes in the impression groups were used to
collect a participant’s impressions or thoughts about things
they encountered or worked with. The recommendations
were either derived through the impressions or directly
voiced by the participants.
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Data that has been assigned to a code is referred to as Notation during this
thesis.a coded segment. Codes can be either assigned to or ap-

plied to data. Additionally, codes will be referred to by
their name and will be written in typewriter style (e.g. a
code) with their occurrence in braces stated after the name
(e.g. a code (occurrence X)). Due to a character limita-
tion for the code name, the following abbreviations will be
used: background (bg), video (vid), tutorial (tut), step-by-
step (stepbystep or sbs), with (w/), without (w/o), picture
(pic), quality (qual), preferably (pref), yourself (urself).

3.2.2 Results

The video recordings of the interviews were evaluated via Results for process
and evaluation codes
and reference to
where to find
evaluation of codes.

coding. Coding is the process of assigning language or
text, or visual data a keyword or -phrase that captures its
essence and summarizes it [Saldaña [2013]]. A codebook
[Mihas and Institute [2019]] for the codes can be found in
Codebook.
Process codes were used to evaluate the participants’ be-
havior and will be presented in Process Codes. The process
coding results will be discussed in Process Codes. The eval-
uation coding results will be presented in Evaluation Codes
and discussed in Recommendation Codes.

Process Codes

In order to understand the participants’ behavior, thirteen Thirteen interviews,
2228 code segments
and 52 process
codes. Code cloud to
visualize code
distribution.

interviews were reviewed. 52 distinct codes were applied
and 2228 segments coded.
Figure 3.1 displays the distribution of the coded segments
over the distinct codes. Codes that occurred more often are
written in a bigger font, the ones that occurred less often in
a smaller one. The minimum occurrence to be displayed in
the code cloud is one. The exact code statistics can be found
in Process Code Statistics.

As can be seen in Figure 3.1 , the most common codes are Most common and
least common codes.wondering (180), judging tutorial (166), looking

at picture (161), skimming tutorial (152) and
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Figure 3.1: Code Cloud of Applied Process Codes. Font Size is Determined by
Code Occurrence, the Higher the Frequency the Bigger the Font, with a Minimum
of One Occurrence to be Displayed.

skimming text (117). The least common ones are
checking downloadable content (2), checking
tutorial stats (2), clicking recommended video
(3) and searching on youtube (4) and scanning
code (4).

The codes describing the general structure of the par-Structure of a search
for project: forming

project idea,
searching reference,

scanning results,
refining search

terms, considering,
planning, taking
notes, gathering

items.

ticipants’ search process are going over suggested
projects (16), searching reference (33), scanning
results (45), refining search terms (26),
considering (94), planning (81), taking notes
(9) and gathering items (97).
The participants’ search involved them going over the
suggested projects sixteen times, which was recorded in
the code going over suggested projects if they
did so verbally. Additionally, participants mentioned their
interests and what they would enjoy doing. This phase
would end with them deciding on one or several topics
they would look into. Then a participant would either
start by searching some type of reference or by directly
searching for a tutorial to follow. In this context reference
refers to a picture of the product; a tutorial on the project
topic; the product in an online store to set a price limit for
the project; or material on process knowledge. For these
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searches the participant would have to scan the search
results, captured in scanning results, and debate on
what to look into and review. Depending on the results
the participant might have to adapt and refine their search
terms if the search did not yield what they were looking
for or if it yielded way too many results and they had to
narrow it down, this behavior was tracked in refining
search terms. After sighting the results, the considering
and planning phase would start. The participant might
have to consider different approaches to their project or
types of projects, tracked in considering, and then plan
by using various tutorials. Some participants took their
own notes and stated that they would work off of these
rather than the tutorials they decided on. The last step
was to gather all the materials and tools the project would
require.

To search for information or tutorials Google, or an Google search (38)
vs YouTube searches
(4). Textbased
results (63,49%) vs.
video based
(25,29%) vs.
shopping (1,11%)

equivalent like DuckDuckGo, was used more often than
YouTube (38 coded segments vs. 4; 90,42% vs. 9,52%). The
codes scanning textbased links (40), looking at
video results (16) and scanning "to buy"-links
(7) were used to track what types of results the partici-
pants were interested in. These codes were applied if it
was clear which of the search results the participant was
looking at, whereas scanning results was applied if
it was unclear. This means, out of the 63 coded segments
about 63,49% (40) were textbased, a quarter video were
based with 25,29% (16) and 11,11% (11) were links to
shopping websites where you could buy the searched
object. Searches for pictures occurred about three times
and were not tracked separately, but were included in the
code searching reference (33). Only one participant
conducted their search for a tutorial mostly via picture
results.
Additionally, it was tracked if a participant was interested
in tutorials recommended by the website they are currently
browsing via the code checking out recommended
(22) and if they follow a recommended video clicking
recommended video (3).

https://www.google.com/
https://duckduckgo.com/
https://www.youtube.com/
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To glean a tutorial’s content, participants scanned textbasedContent of tutorial
deduced by reading

title, searching
keywords in

descriptions,
watching video

preview or looking at
thumbnail.

links for keywords or read the link or title, spent time
watching previews (21) or looking at thumbnails
(13) of both text tutorials and video tutorials. If avail-
able and the participant was interested in the content, they
would watch the video preview of a tutorial rather than just
look at the thumbnail.

Interactions with text tutorials and video tutorials were
tracked separately. Additionally, it was tracked whether
a participant was skimming text (117) or reading
(72) and whether they were skipping through video
tutorial (68) or watching video tutorial (80).
Comparing these codes, it becomes apparent that the codesText tutorial

interaction 56% vs.
44% video based

ones. Text 37,95%
vs. picture 32,32%
vs. video 29,71%.

refer to an interaction with a text based tutorial 189 out of
337 coded segments (about 56%) and a video based one 148
times (about 44%). Another medium that can be consid-
ered is the picture medium, tracked by the code looking
at picture. This code occurred 161 times and was the
third most occurring code. When considering all codes in-
dicating interaction with a medium, there are 498 coded
segments. Text based interaction hold the biggest share
with 189 segments (about 37,95%), then picture with 161
segments (about 32,32%) and lastly videos with 161 (about
29,71%).
A tutorial text was skimmed or a video skipped through ifSkimming 55% vs.

45% active
consumption. Text

based tutorials more
skimmed(117) than

read (72). Video
tutorials more

watched (80) than
skipped through (68).

a participant did not read or watch the whole tutorial but
skipped over passages, read only words around keywords
or skipped through sections in a video by moving around
the cursor on the progress bar. The codes indicate that tu-
torials were skimmed 185 times (about 55%) and actively
read or watched 152 times (about 45%) out of 337 coded
segments. Texts were skimmed more often (117 segments,
62%) than read (72 segments, 38%); whereas videos were
watched (80 segments, 54%) more than skipped through (68
segments, 46%).
Additionally, the code skimming tutorial was used ifskimming

tutorial (152) as
fourth most common

code.

a participant scrolled through a text based tutorial and
very briefly glanced at pictures or skimmed over text with-
out reading passages aloud or discussing pictures. This
code was the fourth most common code with a count of
152 coded segments. This means, whole tutorials were
skimmed as often as they were actively read or watched
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according to the coded segments, disregarding the distinct
codes for skimming passages of text and skipping through
video segments.
Interaction with the infobox of a video was tracked through skimming

infobox (22)
searching for
knowledge

the code skimming infobox. This code occurred 22
times (0,99% of total coded segments) and was often used
in the context of a participant searching for knowledge on
the materials used in the tutorial or while the maker intro-
duced themselves at the start of a video.

In addition to the more physical process, the emotional Codes tracking
participant’s
emotional state
unhappy/unsatisfied
(50), lost (28) and
happy/satisfied (19).

state of the participant was tracked through process
codes. A code was applied if a participant had a visible or
audible reaction, this means, only strong reactions were
tracked. Codes relating to the emotional state are feeling
unhappy/unsatisfied (50), being/feeling lost
(28) and feeling happy/satisfied (19).
The code relating to a participant’s unhappiness or dis- Unhappiness/dissatisfaction

correlating with
lacking information.

satisfaction often occurred when a participant could not
find the information they were looking for. For example,
a tutorial they were interacting with was not contain-
ing information they needed or were on a wrong topic.
Participants were prone to reacting unhappy when they
have been searching for a fitting tutorial or information on
something for a longer time. Lacking information, visuals
or details; broken links; and subjectively bad formatting
then resulted in a stronger negative reaction than similar
”issues” would have created earlier on in their search.
being/feeling lost often occurred when a participant Feeling of being lost

because of lacking
detail/information or
lacking domain
knowl-
edge/terminology on
participant’s side.

misunderstood the information presented in a tutorial or
they experienced a complete lack of information and had
no clue where and how to search for it. The former situ-
ation occurred when participants tried to understand the
process explained in the tutorial but where lacking details
on the execution, leading them to either misunderstand
the process or trying to gather the information through
a different source. This also happened if the material
used in a step was not described in enough detail and the
participant was left to figure out themselves what was
used and how. A lack of domain knowledge or domain
terminology often led to the second type of being lost. One
participant was a complete beginner in the domain they
searched DIY projects in and only experienced the latter
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way of being lost as they did not know the domain specific
terminology. This led to them to not understanding what
was being referenced in a tutorial and not knowing how to
approach a search regarding that term. A feeling of being
lost was not only caused by the tutorial content, but also
by the web page the participants interacted with. In some
situations the participants were not sure how to interact
with the web page or could not figure out how to access a
tutorial at all.
The lack of information, misunderstanding informa-Codes relating to

information in a
tutorial. wondering

(180),
understanding

(85),
wanting/searching

knowledge (10) and
misunderstanding

(5).

tion and understanding information was tracked
in the codes wondering (180), understanding
(85), wanting/searching Knowledge (10) and
misunderstanding (5). wondering was the most
common code and occurred in various situations as well
as throughout the whole search process. It was not only
related to the content of a tutorial but also to the general
process of planning the project and interacting with the
Internet or a website. The codes understanding and
misunderstanding occurred half as often as the partici-
pants wondered about something and was directly linked
to the information the participants came across or tried to
access. When a participant voiced that they desired specific
information or were trying to find concrete knowledge,
the code wanting/searching knowledge was applied.
This code implied that the participant considered the
knowledge or information supplied in a tutorial as insuf-
ficient or/and they were actively looking for a different
source to acquire it.
Participants expressed happiness or satisfaction when theyHappiness or

satisfaction related to
finding information

after longer search.

came across the information they were lacking; found
a fitting tutorial or figured out terminology to find the
material they required for a project. It was sometimes
linked to the closure of a longer search process.
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Figure 3.2: Code Cloud of Applied + Codes and - Codes. Font Size is Determined
by Code Occurrence, the Higher the Frequency the Bigger the Font, with a Mini-
mum of One Occurrence to be Displayed.

Evaluation Codes

The evaluation codes were used to capture a participant’s 112 applied + codes
(positive opin-
ions/impressions), 51
distinct codes; 111
applied - codes
(negative opin-
ions/impressions), 60
distinct codes.

impressions and opinions voiced while answering the
follow-up questions after the task execution. Codes used
to capture positive opinions will be referred to as + codes;
codes referring to negative opinions as - codes. In total
there were 112 segments that were coded with + codes and
111 ones with - codes. Overall, 51 different + codes exist
and 60 - codes. The code cloud visualizing the distribution
over the + and - codes can be viewed in Figure 3.2. The font
size of a code is determined by its occurrence, the higher the
frequency the bigger the font, with a minimum of one oc-
currence to be displayed in the cloud. Separate code clouds
and statistics can be viewed in the Appendix under + Code
Statistics and - Code Statistics.
324 segments were coded with recommendation codes, 324 applied

recommendation
codes (explicit
sugges-
tions/recommendations
for design), 60
distinct codes.

which captured a participant’s explicit suggestion or rec-
ommendation for a tutorial. Overall there were 60 distinct
codes used to capture a recommendation. The code distri-
bution is visualized by a code cloud in Figure 3.3 and the
precise code statistics can be viewed in the Appendix under
Recommendation Code Statistics.
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Figure 3.3: Code Cloud of Applied Recommendation Codes. Font Size is Deter-
mined by Code Occurrence, the Higher the Frequency the Bigger the Font, with a
Minimum of One Occurrence to be Displayed.

The most prominent codes that can be seen in FigureMost common and
least common codes. 3.2 are +in ideating phase video tut/pic to

get feel of project (10), +nice to start with
general info, product pics, tools/materials
(8), -only/long text cause consumer to
be overwhelmed (7), -pictures unrelated
to project (can’t find product at first
glance) (6) and +final project in thumbnail
for selection process (6).

Since the idea behind the codes is to catch opinions and im-59 + and - codes
used once; 27 + and

- codes twice.
pressions and those vary from person to person, there are
27 + codes and 32 - codes that appeared once. 12 + codes
and 15 - codes appeared twice. These codes either men-
tioned concrete ideas on how to improve the layout or sub-
jectively good parts of the tutorial in the case of the + codes
or mentioned formatting issues that rarely occurred in tu-
torials (e.g. inline code in a tutorial as shown in Figure 4.7
(a)) in the case of the - codes.
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Overall, 57 of the segments coded with + and - codes (about 57 segments
(25.56%) coded with
+ and - codes
referred to text
tutorials; 22 (38.6%)
+ codes; 35 (61.4%)
- codes.

25.56%) referred to interactions with text tutorials. 33 dis-
tinct codes were applied in those segments. 22 of those
coded segments had + codes (about 38.6%) and 35 had -
codes (about 61.4%). The most common codes referring to
text tutorials are -only/long text causes consumer
to be overwhelmed (7 segments, 12.28%), +offer
video tut in text tut (5 segments, 8.77%), -very
big header picture (3 segments, 5.26%), -little
text; many ads (3 codes, 5.26%) and +text tut
better for planning/solving specific issues
(3 segments, 5.26%). 7 codes occurred twice (about
24.56% of 57 segments). Those are -autoplay gif
or moving/animated objects in text; -large
picture at start of step, little visible
text on screen; -ugly/unreadable script
(comic sans); -long textpassages w/o outline
difficult to skim and navigate; -confused by
tutorial structure; narrow layout → little
information per screen and +pictures catch
interest easily, draw eye. The remaining 29 codes
(about 50.88% of 57 segments) occurred once.

45 of the segments coded with + and - codes (about 20.18%) 45 segments
(20.18%) coded with
+ and - codes
referred to video
tutorials; 29
(64.44%) + codes;
16 (35.55%) - codes.

referred to interactions with video tutorials. 20 distinct
codes were applied in those segments. 29 of those seg-
ments were coded with + codes (about 64.44%) and 16 with
- codes (about 35.55%). The most common codes were +in
ideating phase video tuts/pics to get feel
of project (10 segments, 22.22%), +videos to SEE
process of building project (5 segments, 11.11%),
+videos for complex processes/projects (4
segments, 8.89%), +process tuts in video form;
exploration/ideating phase (3 segments, 6.67%)
and -in planning phase video tuts too long,
rather read (3 segments, 6.67%). 5 codes appeared
twice (about 22.22% of 45 segments). Those are
+segmenting vid via text overlay if visible
while skimming; +segmenting youtube tut in
timeline (timestamp feature); -unfinished
looking product at end of video; -videos
difficult to survey and -forced into video’s
pace. The remaining 9 codes (20% of 45 segments)
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appeared once.

119 of the segments coded with + and - codes (about119 segments
(53.36%) coded with

+ and - codes
referred to tutorial

formatting/layout; 60
(50.42%) + codes;

59 (49.58%) - codes.

53.36%) referred to opinions, impressions and sugges-
tions about the general tutorial formatting or layout,
regardless of the medium. 56 distinct codes were ap-
plied to those segments. 60 of those segments were
coded with + codes (about 50.42%) and 59 with -
codes (about 49.58%). The most common codes were
+nice to start with general info, product
pics, tools/materials (8 segments, about 6.72%),
+final project in thumbnail for selection
process (6 segments, 5.04%), -pictures unrelated
to project (can’t find product at first
glance) (6 segments, 5.04%), +stepbystep tuts for
concrete plan solving; no detail needed (5
segments, 4.2%), +tutorial as mostly standalone
source of info for project (5 segments, 4.2%),
-"covering up" final product in thumbnail
w/ smth else (5 segments, 4.2%), +process tuts
learning/exploring; pre-existing domain
knowledge (4 segments, 3.36%) and -untested tut
w/ error;wrong/missing steps (4 segments,
3.36%). 7 codes appeared 3 times (about 17.65%
of 119 segments), those were +joking=relaxed
atmosphere; no high expectations; sympathy;
-thumbnail might imply difficulty/tool and
turn away beginners; -wrong step size (too
small step; too little explanation); -tuts
don’t mention failure,how much fiddling
required; -intro not relevant for tutorial
to understand process; -tuts don’t include
enough warnings/details/hints/approach disc
and -"self-promotion at diy level". 14 codes
appeared twice (about 23.53% of 119 segments) and the
remaining 21 (about 17.65% of 119 segments) once.

The distribution of the 324 coded segments over the324 recommendation
coded segments; 60

distinct codes.
60 distinct codes is visualized by a code cloud in Fig-
ure 3.3 and the precise code statistics can be viewed in
the Appendix under Recommendation Code Statistics.
With 32 (9,88% of 324) coded segments REC: include
materials/tools at the beginning w/ pics
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for beginners is the most common code. Second
most common is REC: use step-by-step format
(enable skipping+not miss step) with 20 (6.17%)
followed by REC: thumbnail focus on main topic
(product/technique/person) and REC: include
pictures/diagrams/schematics explaining
step both with 19 coded segments (5.86%).

95 of the segments coded with recommenda- 95 segments
(29.32%) coded with
recommendation
codes referred to text
tutorials.

tion codes (about 29.32%) are related to design
suggestions or formatting wishes for text tutori-
als. 17 distinct codes were applied in those seg-
ments. The most common codes are REC: include
pictures/diagram/schematics explaining step
(19 segments, 5.8%), REC: put thought/effort
into formatting/looks/layout/writing (13 seg-
ments, 4.01%), REC: clear sectioning → mind
your formatting to enable flow (11 segments,
3.4%), REC: guide in pic+explanation layout
(10 segments, 3.09%), REC: include pictures
final product for first impression (9 seg-
ments, 2.78%) and REC: videos/pic series
for complex processes/task/projects (7 seg-
ments, 2.16%). Two codes have an occurrence of
four (about 2.47% of 324 segments) REC: picture
for step only when explain whole step and
REC: visibly separated outline/sidebar for
navigation/overview. Three codes occurred three
times (about 2.78%), 3 codes twice (about 1.85%) and three
codes occurred once (about 0.93%).

25 of the segments coded with recommendation codes 25 segments (7.72%)
coded with
recommendation
codes referred to
video tutorials.

(about 7.72%) are related to design suggestions or for-
matting wishes for video tutorials. 9 distinct codes
were applied to those segments. The code occur-
rences are REC: videos w/ timecodes/navigation
techniques (7 segments, 2.16%), REC: (vid tut)
give explanations for steps text/audio (5 seg-
ments, 1.54%), (vid) COMPLETE materials/tools
in infobox (3 segments, 0.93%), REC: (vid) text
overlay with step info (3 segments, 0.93%), REC:
(vid) offer subtitles (2 segments, 0.62%), REC:
(vid tut) process visible before bg; clear
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movement (1 segment, 0.31%), REC: (vid) short
step intro at beginning each step (what,
how) (1 segment, 0.31%) and REC: scripted, high
quality audio (1 segment, 0.31%).

204 of the segments coded with recommendation204 segments
(62.95%) coded with

recommendation
codes referred to

tutorial
formatting/layout.

codes (about 62.95%) are related to design sugges-
tions, formatting wishes and thumbnail design re-
gardless of the tutorial medium. 34 distinct codes
were applied to those segments. The most com-
mon codes are REC: include materials/tools
at the beginning w/ pics for beginners
(32 segments, 9.88%) ,REC: use step-by-step
format (enable skipping+not miss step)
(20 segments, 6.17%), REC: thumbnail focus on
main topic (product/technique/person) (19
segments, 5.86%), REC: intro explains what
tutorial is about "what will we do" (15
segments, 4.63%), REC: consumer might filter
host;free=low qual, chain no special (9
segments, 2.78%), REC: SHORT outro "what did
we do" w/ product pref in action (9 seg-
ments, 2.78%) and REC: curate links;provide
alternatives/knowledge to help urself (8
segments, 2.47%). Four codes have an occurrence of
seven (about 13.75% of 204 segments) those codes are
REC: chronological flow in steps/linearity;
REC: thumbnail text concise, not intrusive
font/color, readable; REC: joking tone in
tutorials fine; not for elongating tut and
REC: reasonably long intro. Four codes have
an occurrence of six (about 11.76% of 204 segments),
REC: include keywords in title project+key
component/technique; REC: include tips for
step in step itself+highlight them; REC:
keep everything as short as possible and
REC: link tuts for bg knowledge/more infos
if no learn focus. Three codes have an occurrence
of four (about 5.88% of 204 segments), four codes have
an occurrence of three (about 5.88% of 204 segments),
four codes have an occurrence of two (about 3.92% of
204 segments) and eight codes have an occurrence of one
(about 3.92% of 204 segments).
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Chapter 4

Evaluation and
Discussion of Results

In this chapter, the code results presented in Chapter 3 will Evaluation of
presented codes and
resulting suggestions
in this chapter.

be discussed. The conclusions drawn about the different
user types and their expectations will be discussed in User
Types.The evaluation will be split up into the discussion of
the Process Codes and the Recommendation Codes.
The resulting guidelines and suggestions can be found in
Suggested Layout and Formatting Guidelines.

4.1 Evaluation

In addition to the codes, this evaluation also considers Evaluation based on
codes and memos.movements and behaviors that could not be caught by

codes but were tracked in memos and used to discover pat-
terns among the participants.

4.1.1 User Types

The user types are based on the domain experience. Do- Three different user
types based on
domain experience.

main experience refers to the amount of experience and
thus the knowledge the user has interacting with material
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or tools often employed in this domain or with techniques
used in handicraft of this domain. The expression domain
refers to a field of handicrafts, such as knitting, Arduino
wiring and programming, sewing, woodcraft, etc. While
observing the participants, it became apparent that they
could be categorized into three different types of users.

The first type can be classified as an absolute beginner.Absolute beginners
either not confident
and appreciative of

detailed descriptions
or impatient content

skimmers that
require

straightforward
step-by-step guides.

Those types of users do not have any type of DIY expe-
rience at all. They do not tinker at home, they do not
have personal projects they work on and are not involved
in handicraft of any type. They might not have any con-
fidence in their own skill, as was the case with one par-
ticipant. This participant required detailed descriptions of
the process, an indication of the tutorial’s difficulty level
or else they would rely on their own assumptions, which
were faulty every time unprocessed wood was involved
and precise step outline to follow. A different participant
was also a beginner, but highly impatient and critical of the
tutorial they consumed. This participant was more confi-
dent in their skill than the other one and tended to skim the
tutorial instead of spending time to understand the process
and materials involved. They did not appreciate detailed
descriptions and missed pieces of information because of
their impatient skimming. Skimming in this context refers
to the action of reading keywords or short phrases of text
and a couple words around those but not reading the com-
plete text.
The second type of user is a novice with basic knowledgeNovices with basic

DIY knowledge
require less detailed

tutorials than
beginners, but do not

mind links to other
sources.

about DIY projects. Those users do not require as highly de-
tailed descriptions as the absolute beginner might require
them since they already have some experience in the DIY
domain. They appreciate a slimmed down and straightfor-
ward description of the process with links to resources they
can use to inform themselves about background informa-
tion or alternative ways to perform a step. The overall tone
of the tutorial can be a bit more technical since the user can
be assumed to have experience with processes common in
this domain (e.g. soldering in an electrical domain).
The last user type is the domain expert. Those usersExpert users are

very critical of the
tutorial’s technical

content.

consider themselves very knowledgeable about the do-
main they DIY in and tinker regularly or have done many
projects. These users are critical of the tutorial they con-
sume since they have experience to compare a tutorial’s in-
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formation to. A tutorial for a novice and an expert user dif-
fers in the quality of the information. An expert will catch
more details and thus errors in the tutorial. Additionally,
they are more interested in the technical details of com-
ponents and processes than the other two user types are.
One expert type participant would look into datasheets for
components regularly as they knew how to read and use
the information in it. This kind of information would be
something experts would appreciate and use in projects re-
lated to a technological domain. Another participant men-
tioned, they are interested to see the discussion of different
approaches the maker considered, as well as the failures
they ran into since they would benefit from this kind of in-
formation. This participant also criticized tutorials for us-
ing techniques or components they do not approve of.

4.1.2 Process Codes

The evaluation of these codes will be structured according Evaluation structure
based on
participants’ search
process.

to the general structure of the participants’ search process
already described in Results.
A search process usually starts off by brainstorming differ-
ent project ideas and then searching for some kind of refer-
ence for the project ideas. Search results are then scanned
and depending on them, the search terms might be adapted
and refined. The results are then sighted and considered in
order to plan the project during which some participants
might take notes. The last step of the process is to gather all
the required materials and tools.

Searching for Reference and Tutorials

To search for tutorials and reference Google, or an equiva- Text tutorials more
likely to be favored
over video tutorials.

lent like DuckDuckGo, was used more often than YouTube
(38 segments vs. 4 segments; 90,42% vs. 9,52%). This
and the fact that participants were more likely to view the
textbased results than the video ones - out of the 63 seg-
ments about 63,49% (40) were textbased, a quarter were
video based with 25,29% (16) - implies that participants
were more likely to turn to text tutorials as a medium.

https://www.google.com/
https://duckduckgo.com/
https://www.youtube.com/
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Some participants mentioned not even registering theVideo tutorials
habitually ignored;

force viewers to work
at a set pace; difficult
to scan and navigate.

video results in their search results at all since they skip
over them all the time. When asked about why they turned
to text based tutorials the participants said that video tu-
torials are difficult to scan for information and navigate.
Moreover, they disliked not being able to work at their
own pace since video based tutorials would set the pace
at which information is given to them and they are not able
to scan forward as they would be with a text based tutorial.
In spite of this, some participants still favored video basedVideo tutorials

favored by
visual/auditive

learners.

tutorials. These participants described themselves as vi-
sual learners that require to see other people doing the pro-
cess or as people that had a difficult time reading texts and
drawing information out of them.
Because of this, both video based tutorials and text basedBoth media types

have consumers;
mixed tutorials to

address both
consumer groups.

tutorials can be recommended as a medium, writers should
be aware that by choosing one medium they might lose a
potential viewer group. To address the most consumers, a
mixed tutorial offers itself as a medium. Those tutorials are
text based, but additionally use short videos to support the
explanation process.

During their search, participants would visit websitesUsing scanning x

featured site

(11) to get additional
information on

tutorial selection
criteria.

advertising numerous ways to realize a project (e.g. 5
DIY Desk Lamp You Can Make By Yourself). Those visits
were tracked in the code scanning x featured site
(11). Those websites usually feature a project thumbnail or
picture, the project title and sometimes a short explanation
what it is about. In addition to the participants’ behavior
while scanning search results, how they scanned those
websites helped getting an understanding of how partici-
pants decided which pages to access.
Depending on the type of person and the layout of the
page, both picture and text were reviewed. Three out of
eleven times only the picture or thumbnail was used to
discern what the tutorial is about and whether or not it
would be useful to the participant. In three other instances,
the participant started reading the project titles as well
as viewing the thumbnail, but stopped reading the titles
after three to nine featured projects. The title was read four
out of 11 times. In those instances the title was positioned
above the picture and in a bigger font than the rest of
the website, so that it was ”easy” to read or catch while

https://www.adiyprojects.com/5-diy-desk-lamp-you-can-make-by-yourself/
https://www.adiyprojects.com/5-diy-desk-lamp-you-can-make-by-yourself/
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scrolling through the website. Two participants scrolled
back up actively to read the title when the project was
interesting or ”unconventional” or when they were unsure
of the material used in the thumbnail. Figure 4.1 depicts a
project from a x featured website that has a clearly visible
title and an ”unconventional” project idea. Additional de-
scriptions were skipped and in one instance the description
only appeared while hovering over the thumbnail which
annoyed the participant and they did not use it actively to
view a description. Participants were more likely to view
only the thumbnails or pictures if they were impatient or
had spent a lot of time searching for something already.
How long ”a lot of time” was depended heavily on the
participant and could vary from five minutes to 20 minutes.

The codes watching preview (21) and looking at watching

preview (21),
looking at

thumbnail (13) to
track participant
interaction with
thumbnails/previews.

thumbnail (13) were used to track participant interaction
with thumbnails and previews. Previews in this context
were animated thumbnails or video previews. In addition
to those codes, the code scanning x featured site
also counts towards thumbnail interaction and helps un-
derstand how participants used them to gather information
about a tutorial’s content.
Eleven out of thirteen times, the thumbnail was used to find Thumbnails to figure

out project design or
application and
decide if it fits needs
and taste.
Thumbnails to see
project wiring and
discern project
difficulty.

projects with a fitting design or correct type. One time,
the thumbnail of a video tutorial showed the wiring of a
project and this display was used to discern the difficulty
of the setup and whether or not the participant would be
able to realize this project with little help of the tutorial or if
they needed additional information and should watch the
video. One participant used the thumbnail of a video tu-
torial, which displayed a spice rack on the right side and a
messy cupboard on the left, to discern if the tutorial would
be interesting and fitting for their use. The participant
found the design of the rack very appealing and compared
their own messy cupboard to the displayed one, mention-
ing how their own was even worse. These interactions with
the thumbnail imply that a display of the project’s design is
very important. The project should be in a finished state or
in use to show what it can be used for and how it looks com-
pared to projects in other thumbnails. Technical projects in-
cluding wiring (e.g. an Arduino project) should display the
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Figure 4.1: Example of a X Featured Website from [2021]
Lampen selbermachen: 30 kreative DIY-Lampenideen zum
Nachbasteln. The Website Features 30 DIY Lamp Projects
and the Figure Shows Project Four, which is a DIY Lamp
made out of Graters.

wiring in the thumbnail, so that experienced viewers can
understand the idea behind the project or the components
in use and can glean the complexity.
The thumbnail interactions tracked in the code scanningThumbnail to discern

difficulty of tutorial
based on material or

design.

x featured site showed similar motivations. Partici-
pants viewed the thumbnails as a way to discern the project
design and if it would fit their taste. One participant used
the thumbnails to discern the difficulty and decide whether
or not they would be able to realize the project based on
the material used in the project. The participant saw that
wood was involved and was immediately scared away
since working with wood required a lot of skill in their
mind. Worries like this could have been prevented if the

https://www.kult-lampen.de/lampen-selbermachen-30-kreative-diy-lampenideen-zum-nachbasteln/
https://www.kult-lampen.de/lampen-selbermachen-30-kreative-diy-lampenideen-zum-nachbasteln/
https://www.kult-lampen.de/lampen-selbermachen-30-kreative-diy-lampenideen-zum-nachbasteln/
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thumbnail or title would have offered a difficulty rating or
target group.
Previews were watched 21 times and always watched pre- Preview to gather

more information
about the tutorial
than through a
thumbnail.

views of tutorials they were interested in if they were avail-
able. Participants used previews to glean the process in-
volved in the tutorial and which tools and materials are in-
volved. One participant was interested less in a tutorial af-
ter watching the preview because of the tools displayed in
it, mentioning that the project itself is interesting, but they
do not have access to the required tools. Considering this, a
preview gives a viewer more information about the tutorial
and is more likely to be used in order to access information
about the tutorial than a short description, but should not
contain tools that are not absolutely vital to the project as
they could deter viewers if they are too expensive or diffi-
cult to access.

Interacting with the Tutorial

In text tutorials participants interacted with tutorial statis- Viewing tutorial
statistics for quick
overview of process
duration, cost and
difficulty.

tics twice, as can be seen in the code checking tutorial
stats (2). Tutorial statistics in this context are statistics for
the tutorial’s costs, duration and difficulty rating. An ex-
ample for such a statistic can be seen in Figure 4.2. Statis-
tics were given two times and both times the participants
interacted with them. They used those statistics to decide
whether a tutorial could be realized by them or not and if it
fit into their schedule, as duration and costs are an impor-
tant factor. Offering tutorial statistics can prevent misinter-
pretation of the difficulty level and prepare the viewer for
the involved expenses.

The main body of a tutorial that comes after an introduction Since participants
tended to skim
tutorials more than
read them and
looked at pictures
often, tutorials
should be in a
step-by-step layout
with clear sectioning
of the steps.

like the one that can be seen in Figure 4.2 was interacted
with in different ways depending on the participant and
medium.
Impatient participants, ones that have been searching
for a long time (long being dependent on the participant
and ranging from two minutes to 20), or ones faced with
websites full of coherent text, tended to skim the text
instead of reading it as a whole. This behavior is supported
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Figure 4.2: Example of a Tutorial Introduction with a Pic-
ture of the Final Product and Tutorial Statistics from the
Bosh Word Clock v2 Tutorial. Under the Picture it Say
”Difficulty: hard” ”Costs: 100e”, ”Duration: More than 4
Days”.

by the code statistics, skimming text occurring more
often than reading with distribution of 117 (62.23%) to
71 (37.77%) coded segments. Participants also resorted to
skimming the tutorial as a whole, captured in skimming
tutorial (152), which was the fourth most common code
with a share of 6.82% of the 2228 overall coded segments.
Additionally, it can be noted that participants looked
at pictures nearly as often as they interacted with text
in a tutorial, with 161 coded segments of looking at
picture to 189 coded segments of skimming text
and reading together. Overall, looking at picture
was the third most common code with a share of 7.23%.
Due to this interaction behavior, a tutorial layout of a
step-by-step guide is easier to interact with and skim
for the participants. A tutorial segmented into different

https://www.1-2-do.com/projekt/word-clock-v2/bauanleitung-selber-bauen/4005309
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steps, with section titles that can be caught while scrolling
through the tutorial offers itself as a good layout to support
the interaction behavior displayed by the participants.
In this layout, it is important to format the section titles so Format title so it

stands out against
rest of text and
pictures in the guide.

that they stand out from the rest of the text in the tutorial.
Participants would scroll over them or be distracted by
colorful pictures or pictures that are as wide as the text and
take in a bigger part (starting at a quarter) of the screen.
This was especially the case if the title was not formatted
enough to stand out against the picture and a longer
block of text; was placed off to the side of the picture and
above the description or directly above a larger picture
in a ”unspectacular” font; and had no section number.
An ”unspectacular” font refers to a font that is as big as
the other text on the website and is not colored, bold or
underlined.
When scrolling through a tutorial, participants would Use self-explanatory

pictures that make
sense without a text
explanation by
editing them.

either look only at pictures or skim passages of text in
close proximity of pictures for keywords. This means,
pictures should be self-explanatory in case the viewer
does not interact with the description. Pictures can be
made self-explanatory by adding text to the picture itself
or by the way it is taken. Figure 4.3 shows an example
of a self-explanatory picture. The tutorial the picture is
taken from, is an example for a tutorial where a participant
would skim the pictures and dismiss the text, as the font
is small compared to the pictures and in a color, that is
not clearly visible against the background. And thus,
it is important to have mostly self-explanatory pictures.
Another way to achieve a so called higher information
content would be to use picture series, gifs or short (10-30
seconds) videos instead. Those media types are especially
practical to display processes or interaction sequences.
Participants that did not read a picture’s description or
the step related to the picture tended to launch into states
of wondering and lost time, trying to figure out the
information themselves instead of reading the tutorial.

Video tutorials can also be segmented into an introductory Video tutorial split
into introduction of
project and main
body.

part and a main body. Every participant that interacted
with video tutorials skipped through introductions in
video tutorials, especially if the maker introduced them-
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Figure 4.3: Example of a Self-Explanatory Picture in a Tu-
torial from the DIY Tapered-X Lamp .

selves for longer than fifteen to twenty seconds. Based on
this, introductions should be kept short, precise and used
for an introduction of the project instead of an introduction
of the maker.
Code statistics imply that video tutorials were watchedVideo tutorial more

watched (80,
54.04%) than

skipped through (68,
45.95%).

more than skipped through - watching video
tutorial (80, about 54.04%) and skipping through
video tutorial (68, about 45.95%). This can be at-
tributed to the fact that video tutorials are used by a
different type of users, in a different part of the creative
process and for different reasons. Additionally, partic-
ipants seemed more inclined to passively watch longer
stretches of a video tutorial than actively have to read a
coherent block of text in one piece.
Video tutorials were used at the beginning of the creativeVideo tutorials at

beginning of creative
process, to

understand project
process or for
visual/auditive

learners and people
foreign to language.

process to get an impression or feel for the project or to
understand a process. They were also favored by people
who had a difficult time reading texts in order to learn
something. The visual medium lends itself to explain
and depict interactions with tools and strongly supports
learners that learn by observing other people or are foreign

https://www.pneumaticaddict.com/2015/07/diy-tapered-x-lamp.html
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to the language either specific to the domain or in general.
The structure of a video tutorial is the same as for a textual Segmented

step-structure,
showing process
chronologically.

tutorial. The process involved in creating the project
should be segmented into steps and those steps then
discussed in the tutorial. The tutorial should support a
timestamp feature so a viewer can jump to a certain step
and have an overview of the whole process. This makes
the tutorial easier to skim and work with since the user can
keep track of where they currently are in the process more
easily. A participant skipped through the tutorial if they
were familiar with the execution of a step, the explanations
for the step were too long, they had to backtrack since
they missed something or were unsure about something
that had happened in a different part of the video. These
skips would be made more precise thus causing a viewer
to miss less of the content if a timestamp feature would
be included in the video or the steps would be shown in
the video itself in the form of a textual overlay. Another
important thing one participant mentioned is that the steps
should be in chronological order, detailed enough to not
cause misunderstandings and not contradict themselves.
In one video they watched, the maker glued pieces of
wood on the top of a construction and did not make it clear
that certain pieces should not be fixed because of screws
that need to be inserted in a later step, this caused the
participant to be confused and a bit wary of the maker’s
explanations for the rest of the tutorial.

Gathering Materials and Tools

The last step in the process is to gather all the materials. Designated materials
and tools list.
Including links or tips
on where and how to
buy the parts used in
a project.

In order for the participant to do this they require some
kind of parts list. The codes scanning parts list (56)
and scanning tools list (16) were used to track in-
teractions with designated materials and tools list. Mate-
rials in this case are parts that are consumed in the process
and tools ones that are reusable. The code statistics indicate
that there were more interactions with materials lists than
tools lists. This can be explained with the frequency that
tutorials included designated tools lists, which was around
11 times. If participants came across designated tools lists,
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Figure 4.4: Example of a Parts List from the YouTube Tuto-
rial Nightlight Desk Lamp made with Old Magazine - artzi
crafts.

they remarked it positively. They appreciated links to parts,
as well, if they were not broken. A broken link here refers to
an expired link or one that leads to a different website than
it should (e.g. website for a car wash instead of a website
to buy a specific screwdriver). One participant had trou-
ble finding the electronic component used in a project since
they were new to this domain and did not know how to ap-
proach the search or how to decide whether a component
fit the requirements to be used in this project. In instances
like this, help from the tutorial in the form of a suggestion
where to buy the parts or what to look out for would have
shortened the time spent looking for parts.

Participants using video tutorials turned to the infobox forInfobox as a place to
look for the parts list. a parts lists or to gain more information during the intro-

duction part of the video before deciding to skip it. A good
but not perfect infobox example can be seen in Figure 4.4.
Good about this example is the very short introduction to
the project and the unmistakable parts list with explana-
tions for unclear parts. The list would benefit from adding
a size to the cardboard or explaining what it depends on
and more details on the LED strip (e.g. how long/how
many segments or technical details). But since it most likely
should be used to give an overview of the materials before
watching the tutorial and not a complete standalone list,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ont8xeZOnzQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ont8xeZOnzQ
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Figure 4.5: Example of a Parts List from the Instructables
Tutorial IKEA Ribba Word Clock - WhiteClockCompany.

this formatting is fine. Viewers would benefit from a com-
plete list separated by tools and materials that they could
copy and paste into their notes or use as a shopping guide
for the project. A parts list like this is incomplete and the
viewer is forced to complete it while watching the tutorial
and taking notes. One participant enjoyed tutorials without
a parts list as for them it was part of ”the fun of DIY” while
other participants were annoyed by lacking parts lists since
it forced work on them. In Figure 4.5 a parts list according
to the suggestions can be seen. There the list is split into
”Materials” and ”Sundries & equipment”. For the materi-
als the measurements are added and possible vendors are
suggested, and for the tools the technical details are men-
tioned.

The step formatting in the tutorial mentioned in Figure 4.5 Files that are
required or support a
step should be
located in a step at a
consistent location in
the layout.

is executed well. For each step the tutorial offers pictures, a
description and files required for the step. These files sup-
port the execution of the step, are not broken and consis-
tently at the same place at the end of a step. Figure 4.6 de-
picts the layout at the end of a step with the files for down-
load.

Code can be offered to download or included in the tuto- Code offered as file
to download or
formatted displayed
code.

rial itself but should then be formatted according to best
practice guidelines and not be displayed unformatted in-
line. Examples for these two types of formatting can be
found in Figure 4.7. Figure 4.7 (a) depicts an example of

https://www.instructables.com/Word-Clock-2/
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Figure 4.6: Example of the End of a Step with Files
to Download from the Instructables Tutorial IKEA Ribba
Word Clock - WhiteClockCompany.

inline code, in this formatting the code is barely readable
and difficult to understand. In contrast to this formatting,
Figure 4.7 (b) gives an example of formatted code. Here
the code has syntax highlighting and there is one expres-
sion per line. This increases the readability and people with
coding experience can understand the code and its function
more easily.

4.1.3 Recommendation Codes

The recommendation codes will be structured according toEvaluation structure
based on suggested

tutorial structure.
the suggested structure of a tutorial.

The suggested structure is that it is +nice to startHave an introduction
to the tutorial.

Introduction should
be short, explain

what tutorial is about
and how done if
complex, should

include picture of
final product.

with general info, product pics, tools
materials (8). ”General info” or an introduction to a
tutorial should be a REC: reasonably long intro (7)
and the introduction should REC: include pictures
final product for first impression (9). The
REC: intro explains what tutorial is about
"what will we do" (15) and three times participants
mentioned that REC: intro gives SHORT overview

https://www.instructables.com/Word-Clock-2/
https://www.instructables.com/Word-Clock-2/
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(a) Inline Code: Arduino: Wetterstation bauen - so geht’s.

(b) Formatted Code: Eine einfache Wetterstation mit dem Arduino
basteln.

Figure 4.7: Examples of Inline Code (a) and Formatted code
(b). Subfigure (a) is from a Tutorial from Chip Called Ar-
duino: Wetterstation bauen - so geht’s and Subfigure (b)
from Makerblog.at Called [Eine einfache Wetterstation mit
dem Arduino basteln.

of steps "How will we do" (3) if the project or
process involved were subjectively complex. ”Short” and
”reasonably long” heavily depend on the complexity of the
project and what should be covered in the introduction.
For text tutorials, an introduction should be two to three
sentences long, without an explanation of the involved
process, and focused on the project to be at least skimmed.
One participant mentioned that explanations about the
project’s history should be kept two to three sentences long
if the maker wants to give them in order to create a senti-

https://praxistipps.chip.de/arduino-wetterstation-bauen-so-gehts_101297
https://www.makerblog.at/2015/06/eine-einfache-wetterstation-mit-dem-arduino-basteln/
https://www.makerblog.at/2015/06/eine-einfache-wetterstation-mit-dem-arduino-basteln/
https://www.chip.de/
https://praxistipps.chip.de/arduino-wetterstation-bauen-so-gehts_101297
https://praxistipps.chip.de/arduino-wetterstation-bauen-so-gehts_101297
https://www.makerblog.at/
https://www.makerblog.at/2015/06/eine-einfache-wetterstation-mit-dem-arduino-basteln/
https://www.makerblog.at/2015/06/eine-einfache-wetterstation-mit-dem-arduino-basteln/
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mental connection. While interacting with video tutorials,
every participant skipped through introductions. This was
especially the case if the maker introduced themselves for
longer than fifteen to twenty seconds.
Warnings and required background knowledge should beWarnings and

required knowledge
should be included in

introduction or
mentioned very early

in the tutorial.
Repeat warnings in
respective step and

video tutorial ending.

included in the project introduction or mentioned shortly
after - REC: warnings in intro explanation,
step, vid outro for skippers (4) and REC:
mention required knowledge early on (3) - the
warnings should be repeated in the related step and at the
end of a video tutorial, as people tend to skip introduc-
tions, skim the process in the tutorial and skip to the end
of a video to see the end result. In case of a tutorial that
heavily relies on processes that require skill or experience
or that can be dangerous, one participant mentioned that
the maker should mention in the introduction if they have
the skill required.
It was mentioned four times that after the short intro-Include statistics for

tutorial at the
beginning (e.g. cost,

duration, difficulty).

duction to the project, having statistics for the tutorial
would be appreciated. Statistics in this context refer to an
estimate of difficulty, costs and duration - REC: include
tutorial stats preferably beginning (4).

After being given an overview of the project, the partici-Give a complete
parts list separated
by tools (reusable)

and materials
(consumable). Video

tutorial should also
have this list in

infobox.

pants mentioned that they appreciated having a parts list
mentioning the materials and tools required for the project
- REC: include materials/tool at beginning
w/ pics for beginners (32). Three participants
mentioned that having visual reference for the involved
parts was crucial if they had no background knowledge or
experience. This means, a parts list with pictures would be
optimal in a text tutorial. Video tutorials should both show
the parts in the video, so beginners have a reference, but
also REC: include COMPLETE material/tools in
infobox (3).
One participant appreciated a parts list that was separated
by tools and materials and another mentioned it explicitly
while describing their optimal tutorial structure. Sepa-
rating the parts list into tools, which are reusable parts,
and materials, which are consumables, helps a consumer
gauge which parts they have or if they are willing to
buy these parts, especially if an estimate of the respective
costs is given - +parts list early on to measure
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costs;discern if tut fits idea (2).

The main part of the tutorial comes after the introduc- Step-by-step guide
format for main
tutorial body. Steps
supported by visuals
(e.g. pic-
tures/diagrams/schematics).
Clear sectioning and
formatting used to
make the tutorial
more accessible.

tion of the project and explains the process to get to the
end result. It was mentioned twenty times that a tuto-
rial in a step-by-step format is appreciated - REC: use
step-by-step format (enable skipping+not
miss step) (20) - as it allows the participant to skim
the process more easily and not miss a step while do-
ing so. In textual tutorials this format is supported
if the author REC: put thought/effort into
formatting/looks/layout/writing (13), uses REC:
clear sectioning → mind your formatting
to enable flow (11) and keeps the REC: guide in
pic+explanation layout (10) so the writer should
REC: include pictures/diagrams/schematics
explaining step (19). An example for clear sectioning
can be seen in Figure 4.8. While scrolling over the tutorial,
the bar at the top stays visible the whole time and states the
part or step the consumer is in currently. Additionally, the
steps required for each part are numbered in a big font and
each step starts with a short summary of the text in bolded
font. The tutorial excerpts in Figure 4.8 additionally satisfy
the recommendations REC: chronological flow in
steps / linearity (7) - by first identifying the 3 main
terminals and then adjusting your potentiometer so that
they face you -, REC: clear/precise/technical
header/title (3), REC: list each substep/move
for a step (2) and REC: shorter text segments
or big line spacing for better flow (1). Tips
are formatted and included into steps in the same way as
the warning in Figure 4.8 (b) thus following the recom-
mendation REC: include tips for step in step
itself+highlight them (6).

This tutorials does not follow recommendations made by Pictures should not
span whole screen
but leave enough text
visible to explain the
picture.

the participants. The order of the tutorial is not following
the suggestions. Required materials and tools are not
separated but on one list and this list is at the end of the
tutorial instead of in the beginning. Pictures included in
the tutorial both follow a recommendation and do not.
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(a) Wiring a Potentiometer: Part 1 Step 1.

(b) Wiring a Potentiometer: Part 1 Step 3.

Figure 4.8: Examples for Clear Sectioning of the Steps from
the wikiHow Tutorial Wiring a Potentiometer

They help understand the step but can be unclear by
themselves. Without the bolded instructions underneath
the picture, the picture in Figure 4.9 (a) itself does not
explain the step immediately while the one in Figure 4.9
(b) does. Additionally, the pictures take up too much of the
screen. While scrolling through the tutorial, participants
mentioned that pictures should not be the only thing they
see but that they appreciate seeing a picture explaining
the step and the first few textual steps underneath, this
sentiment was tracked in the code REC: step: step
visible in picture + first few text steps
under (2). Not seeing the text underneath was fine only
if the picture explains the step by itself - REC: picture
for step only when explains whole step (4),
this would be the case for Figure 4.9 (b) only.
Participants suggested using REC: videos/pic seriesVidoes/gif/several

pictures to support
complex steps or

processes.

for complex processes/task/projects (7) as
those required more visual support and the participant
could glean how to handle tools and involved material

https://www.wikihow.com/Wire-a-Potentiometer
https://www.wikihow.com/Wire-a-Potentiometer
https://www.wikihow.com/
https://www.wikihow.com/Wire-a-Potentiometer
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more easily from those visuals than text. One participant
mentioned that a video or picture could convey details
more easily understandable than a text could. Thus using
several pictures, a short video or gif of up to a minute
to show one complex process would help the participant
through a step greatly. During the interview participants
mentioned that they would work off of those visual by
watching them several times before executing the step and
then working in parallel later, while watching the visual
and mimicking the movements.
While scrolling through a tutorial the participants’ focus Pictures positioned

above a text or to the
right of it.

tended to be on the left side of the screen at two thirds of
the height. If a picture is positioned there, they would not
read text that is positioned to the right of it. Especially, if
the distance between picture and text is more than 1 cm,
which makes them look disconnected. Steps in a tutorial
should be arranged similarly, text on the left side and
pictures to the right. If the pictures are on the left side, a
participant would encounter it before the text and tended
to move to the picture below of it, instead of interacting
with the text. Pictures that are placed above the text or
left of the text but are self-explanatory and did not need
support or explanations from a text, would not cause
issues for the consumer since they would either move on
to skimming the text underneath or did not require it.

(a) Wiring a Potentiometer: Part
1 Step 1.

(b) Wiring a Potentiometer: Part
1 Step 4.

Figure 4.9: Examples for Clear Pictures Included into a Step
that do Not Immediately Explain the Step (a) and Imme-
diately Explain it (b) from the wikiHow Tutorial Wiring a
Potentiometer.

https://www.wikihow.com/Wire-a-Potentiometer
https://www.wikihow.com/Wire-a-Potentiometer
https://www.wikihow.com/
https://www.wikihow.com/Wire-a-Potentiometer
https://www.wikihow.com/Wire-a-Potentiometer
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A video should have the same content structure as a textVideo tutorials
should use same

tutorial structure as
text tutorials.

tutorial. So it should have a short introduction, give
an overview of the tools and materials and then guide
the viewer through the process behind the project in a
step-by-step way. To support the viewer, a video tuto-
rial should REC: (vid tut) give explanations
for steps text/audio (5), have REC: (vid) text
overlay with step info (3), REC: (vid) offer
subtitles (2), REC: (vid tut) show complex
movements, beginning, end of step, have the
REC: (vid tut) process visible before bg;
clear movement (1), give REC: (vid) short step
intro at beginning each step (what, how)
(1) if the steps are longer and complex and use REC:
scripted, high quality audio (1).
Based on those codes, a video tutorial should not rely onlyVideos offer audio

narration and
subtitles and a
textual overlay

explaining step. The
step should show

project before step
execution, the

process for a step
and project after step

execution.

on the videos captured in the video but support the view-
ing process by having audio that explains the process and
subtitles for those that required them. In addition to the
audio and the subtitles, a step should be accompanied by
an optional textual overlay, which explains what the step
is, where in the process this step is and what is required for
it. Participants mentioned, that this textual overlay would
be required only for more complex steps and processes
(e.g. not for cutting a piece of string) that involve several
parts and substeps. The step in itself should depict the
project at the beginning of the step, so the viewers knows
what to start with and can compare it to their project state;
the execution of the step, to follow it; and the end result
after executing the step to compare it to their result.
Videos were mentioned to be helpful in the so calledVideos for ideating

and getting to know
project.

ideating phase, during which a participant tries to collect
different ideas and inform themselves about various pos-
sibilities and approaches, as they enable the viewer to get
a feeling for the project. ”Getting a feeling for the project”
means understanding what materials or processes are in-
volved, what they would be doing and how the end result
would look. Additionally, videos are useful to explain
complex processes or projects and it was mentioned five
times by participants that they valued being able to see the
process of building. Those impressions were captured in
the codes +in ideating phase video tut/pics to
get feel of project (10), +videos to SEE the
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process of building project (5) and +videos
for complex processes/projects (4).

Regardless of the medium, a tutorial should have an Tutorial requires a
ending that
summarizes project
and shows of end
result.

conclusion or ”outro”. Participants mentioned this nine
times, which was captured in the code REC: SHORT
outro "what did we do" w/ product pref in
action (9). One participant was unhappy with a missing
ending for a text tutorial, they had wished for a short
summary, recapping what had been done, with visuals of
the end result. Another participant skipped to the end of a
video tutorial to find visuals of the completely assembled
final product and was unsatisfied when they encountered
it in an unfinished state. Both those instances support
that a tutorial has a recognizable ending, showing off the
completed project preferably in use by the maker.

During the task execution, participants had an issue
with navigating through tutorials. While answering the
follow-up questions, participants mentioned -videos
difficult to survey (2) and -long textpages
w/o outline difficult to skim and navigate
(2).
As a solution they offered for video tutorials to prod- Segment video into

different sections and
offer timecode links
or use text overlay in
video to show
outline.

uct REC: videos w/ timecodes/navigation
techniques (7), those navigation techniques could
be linked chapters in the infobox or a textual overlay in
the video that shows the steps and what step the viewer is
currently at. YouTube offers a chapter feature that enables
the creator to segment a video into different sections
with a visible section title when a viewer hovers offer the
respective section in the video timeline. Features like this
make a video easier to navigate for a viewer and enables
them to skip through a video more easily without missing
a step while doing so.
For texts, participants recommended using a REC: Outline to the left of

the text, moving with
the page.

visibly separated outline/sidebar for
navigation/overview (4). Outlines should not be
positioned inside the text of a tutorial but off to the left
side of it and move with the consumer while scrolling.
Two participants did not notice an outline on the right
hand side of a website that was positioned very close to or
inside the text. Only when asked to take a closer look at

https://www.youtube.com/
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the website and mention issues they had with it, did they
notice the outline.

Participants did not mind a humorous, joking or personalJoking or personal
anecdotes okay if not

forced or used to
draw out tutorial.

tone in a tutorial, as long as it was not used to elongate
the tutorial or came across as forced - REC: joking
tone in tutorials fine; not for elongating
tut (7). Two participants mentioned that they did not
appreciate regional humor (e.g. baseball jokes) or humor
at someone else’s expense.
The amount of detail that should be included in the tutorialOffering details in a

non-intrusive way.
Wikipedia like

tooltipping or details
in margin notes.

depends heavily on the tutorial’s purpose and its target
audience. The codes REC: curate links;provide
alternatives/knowledge to help urself (8),
REC: links tuts for bg knowledge/more infos
if no learn focus (6) imply that participants do not
mind the inclusion of details as long as they are optional
and easy to skip and the links leading to the knowledge are
not broken. One participant mentioned that the tooltipping
function as Wikipedia employs it would work well for
tutorials. The possibility to hover over an unknown word
with the mouse and a small window pops up containing a
short explanation and link to a more extensive one would
enable the consumer to access details they require and
ignore ones they do not. Another participant mentioned
that a layout and offering of details as textbooks do it, with
explanations in the margin, would also be appreciated, as
the consumer can ignore them easily if they do not need it.

For the tutorial’s thumbnail and title, the partic-Thumbnail should
show focus of

tutorial. This can be
project, person or a

process. Text on
thumbnail should

explain the project
and include

keywords from title
that explain project’s

special features.

ipants suggested REC: thumbnail focus on
main topic (product/technique/person)
(19), REC: thumbnail text concise, not
intrusive font/color, readable (7), REC:
include keywords in title project+key
component/technique (6) and REC: thumbnail
high contrast, simple design, product in
use (2). For a creator, this means they should be aware of
who they want to be and what to advertise. If the tutorial’s
focus is on showcasing the project or end product, then
the thumbnail should clearly show the end product and
if their focus is to entertain and build a brand around

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
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themselves, then they should be clearly visible in the
thumbnail and show half finished results if they attempt to
create something. Participants mentioned that they used
+final project in thumbnail for selection
process (6) since they would try to select tutorials that
fit their own design wishes. Text on the thumbnail should
not cover up the object on display and help the viewer
understand what the project is and what makes it special.
This can be achieved by mentioning the project’s title and
design or process keywords (e.g. upcycling, < 20e, no
nails, etc.).
Participants mentioned that the website the tutorial Consider which

website to upload to.is hosted on matters. This was captured in the code
REC: consumer might filter host;free=low
qual, chain no special (9). YouTube can be seen
as a beginner friendly website as they have a great
variety of different tutorials, whereas WordPress is
seen as a cheap website with low quality content -
-wordpress has ugly design (1), -wordpress
cheap host=unprofessional, +youtube beginner
friendly since great variety of tuts (1).

4.2 Suggested Layout and Formatting
Guidelines

A tutorial should have an introduction that explains what Introduction covers
what will be done
briefly in two to three
sentences, shows
end result, gives
tutorial statistics.

the tutorial is about, so which project will be executed,
which technique is taught or what the maker attempts to
do. If the project covered is complex, has different ap-
proaches or is time consuming, then the introduction can
cover how the project will be executed in two to three ad-
ditional sentences. The tutorial should include a visual of
the end results in the introduction if the tutorial focuses on
showcasing a project. Additionally, the introduction should
include statistics for the tutorial covering its difficulty, the
execution time and the costs. Required knowledge and
warnings should be mentioned in the introduction.
The tutorial should mention in the introduction if it is part Mention in

introduction if it is
part of a series.

of a series and link to the other parts or explain how to find
them and what was already covered in them.

https://www.youtube.com/
https://wordpress.com/
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A parts list should be offered after the introduction. ThisParts list separated
into tools and

materials with visuals
after introduction

list should be separated into tools, which are reusable, and
materials, which are consumables. If possible, it should in-
clude links or suggestions on how to acquire the respec-
tive parts, but not give the impression of pressuring the
consumer to buy one specific thing from one seller, as this
would make it seem like an advertisement for the seller. In
order to support DIY beginners, the list should include vi-
suals of the parts so they know what the tutorial is referring
to. For video tutorials, the parts list should be located both
in the video and the infobox.

The main part of the tutorial should be kept in a step-by-Tutorial in
step-by-step format

with visual support in
text tutorials.

step formatting. This means, the whole process should be
segmented into achievable and easy to follow steps. In
a text tutorial, each step should be supported by visuals,
these visuals can be pictures, gifs or short (up to 1 minute)
videos that focus on explaining the step and supporting the
consumer in its execution. Visuals should be located above
a step or to the right of it and contain enough details to
be self-explanatory. Steps should be formatted into differ-
ent sections that are clearly separated from one another by
larger titles, numbers, etc. The tutorial should contain a
outline for navigation of the tutorial and to get an overview
of the steps. This outline should move with the consumer
and highlight the section the consumer is currently on.
Video tutorials should follow a step-by-step layout as wellVideo tutorial in

step-by-step format,
with audio, subtitles

and navigation
technique.

and use navigation techniques to enable the user to skim
the process and search steps. Navigation techniques could
be the chapter feature on YouTube or a textual overlay in
the video itself that shows the outline, current step and
required tools if the step is complex. Additionally, the
infobox should contain timecodes to the chapters. Each
step should show the project at the beginning of the step,
complex processes and the project after the step execution.
Steps should be narrated through scripted audio, in a clear
and understandable voice. Subtitles should be offered and
mirror the audio with little to no deviation.
Each step should contain possible warnings or executionWarning and tips for

execution mentioned
in the step and not

missable.

tips that are highlighted in some way. In text tutorials, this
can be achieved by using a colored box or background, and
bolded or bigger font. A video could use the text overlay to
highlight warnings and tips.

https://www.youtube.com/
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Additional details or background information can be pro- Details or
background
information offered in
not intrusive way.
Troubleshooting,
alternative
approaches and
frequently asked
questions at end of
tutorial.

vided in the form of links to other tutorials, a tooltipping
feature as Wikipedia uses it or margin notes as textbooks
have them. This information should be optional for the
consumer and not integrated into the the main flow of the
tutorial but offered as an extra they can access or skip with-
out much effort.
Details in the form of failures along the way, possible errors,
alternative approaches, customization possibilities and fre-
quently asked questions can be covered at the end of the
tutorial.

The tutorial should have an ending or ”outro” that summa- Outro to sum up
what was done and
show end product.

rizes the project and what was done and shows off the end
result. This showing off of the end results especially holds
true for video tutorials.
”Outros” of video tutorials should mention issues and Video tutorial outro

should cover
warnings

warnings for consumers that skip to the ending to see the
end result and glean the project.

The tutorial’s title should explain what the project is about, Title explains project
and uniqueness.what its key features are and what might make it unique

compared to other tutorials on this topic.
The thumbnail should display the focus of the tutorial. If Text on thumbnail not

intrusive and support
understanding.

the tutorial focuses on the project and how to achieve it,
then the thumbnail should display the end result. If the fo-
cus is on the maker and entertainment, then the thumbnail
should show the maker and the project in some state. The
thumbnail can contain text that supports the understand-
ing of the project, like the project title and keywords for the
process (e.g. upcycling, < 20e, no nails). Text should not
be the main focus of the thumbnail, cover the object, have
aggressive colors (e.g. neon pink) or be difficult to read.
Consumers might filter a host depending on its reputation, Consider which

website to upload to.so some consideration should be put into what website to
upload the tutorial to.

Based on those suggestions and recommendations, a check- Checklist for tutorial
writers in Appendix.list for tutorial writers was written. This checklist covers

what the writer should consider and do while working on
their project, how to format the different tutorial types and
what the tutorial structure should cover. The checklist can
be found in Checklist.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
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Chapter 5

Summary and Future
Work

5.1 Summary and Contributions

This thesis analyzed the makerspace community behavior Thesis analyzed
makers’ creative
process for finding a
project they want to
make by coding 13
semi-structured
maker interviews.

regarding tutorial consumption. In order to do this,
semi-structured interviews with thirteen makers were
conducted in a think-aloud style. The makers were given
the task to find a tutorial to one of four suggested topics,
those topics being Arduino weather station, side table,
desk lamp and a project of their own choosing, and were
asked follow-up questions regarding their task execution
after finishing the task. The makers’ creative process,
from the conception of their project idea to figuring out
which materials to use and planning the building process,
and how the process of finding a subjectively appropriate
tutorial was analyzed by coding the interview recordings.
Process codes were used to track actions and evaluation
codes to track the participants’ opinions, impressions and
suggestions. Based on those codes, suggestions for tutorial
design were made and tutorial users classified.

The codes indicate that tutorial consumers’ needs and ex- Makers’ expectations
towards tutorials
diverse.

pectations for the tutorials are diverse as the makers com-
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munity in itself is diverse.
The three different user types - absolute beginners, novicesThree tutorial

consumer types with
different needs.

with basic DIY knowledge and domain experts - require
different degrees of detail, different degrees of technical
language and different media types, and consume tutori-
als for different reasons. Tutorials can try to cater to both
media types by embedding video tutorials in text tutorials,
but appealing to both beginners and domain experts would
be difficult, as switching the way the tutorial is written can-
not be achieved easily.
One way to appeal to both beginners and domain expertsSatisfying different

needs by using
step-by-step format

and embedding other
tutorials.

is to offer a step-by-step tutorial that links to other tutori-
als that explain required knowledge or background knowl-
edge without adding all the detail to one step or add those
details into the tutorial margin.
Moreover, consumers wish for tutorials to be easily naviga-Make the tutorial

navigable by using
outlines, timecodes

and formatting.

ble and easy to skim. This can be achieved by using out-
lines, timecodes and considering how to format the tuto-
rial. For the general tutorial structure, the results indicated
that a tutorial should have an introduction that gives an
overview of the project and its looks and requirements both
in knowledge and parts; a main body that has a step-by-
step format with visuals in the form of pictures, videos or
gif; and an ending that summarizes the project and shows
off the end result.

The contributions of this thesis are the qualitative analysisContributing the
design suggestions. of makers’ behavior regarding tutorial selection and its re-

sults in the form of design suggestions.

5.2 Future Work

In the future it could be analyzed whether or not the sug-Future research
could evaluate the

suggested
guidelines.

gested format supports the user in their searching process
and working process. As the results indicate the existence
of different user types, future research could discern if this
suggested format works for all user types or if a more spe-
cific format for each type needs to be designed.
Dalton et al. [2014] suggested a recipe like approach to tu-Compare guidelines

to recipe approach. torials that incorporates some of the participants wishes for
less detailed and parts orientated tutorials. Their approach
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and the formatting suggested in this thesis could be com-
pared to evaluate which user type preferred which tutorial
type and how they could be easily transformed into another
to minimize the effort of creation for the writer.

Tseng and Resnick [2014] identified the documentation of Research into
supporting
documentation
process with a
platform.

projects as one issue for creating a tutorial and Kuznetsov
and Paulos [2010] a lack of editing skill and confidence.
One approach to solving these issues could be research into
a platform that supports tutorial writers in their writing
process.
A platform that supports the formatting and structuring Platform that helps

formatting, tagging
and linking the
tutorial to others.

process would make the editing process easier for peo-
ple that lack the skill. By creating a database of tutorials
and keywords, the platform could suggest Wikipedia-like
tooltips to include and links to other tutorials that contain
information for beginners in the domain. This means the
writer could focus on creating the relevant steps for the tu-
torial and not search for related knowledge to link to or in-
clude, to make the tutorial understandable for beginners.
Nonetheless, makers should be able to browse tutorials by
keywords or statistics such as costs, duration and difficulty.
And thus, a writer should be suggested such keywords to
tag their tutorial and be able to add statistics to it.
As participants wished for videos to be offered together Platform allows video

embedding.with text tutorials, such a platform should allow to em-
bed YouTube videos or upload and easily segment shorter
videos unrelated to YouTube. Additionally, the platform
should include the uploading of pictures and gifs.
Due to the maker community being diverse and active, a Platform should allow

collaborative
working.

platform should allow for collaborative working. Makers
should be able to review and comment on the work of other
people. A way to add notes to a tutorial or contribute to it
should be present to keep tutorials up to date and feel like
a part of the community. This feeling of community and
partaking in it is important to makers and should be sup-
ported.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
https://www.youtube.com/
https://www.youtube.com/
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Appendix A

5 Minute
Semi-Structured
Interviews



Master Thesis HCI
Open Lab 5 minute Survey
Date: September 18, 2019

Vivian Huff 331815

Idea behind the survey:
Get a rough idea when why and how people consume project documentations.

Questions:

• How often do you roughly consume project documentations?
(several times a week; once a week; every couple weeks; once a month; never)

• When in your project development do you read documentations? And why?
(at the beginning before actually crafting; during the crafting process for guidance; after to compare
and check if done correctly?)

• How do you consume documentations?
(Do you read all of it step-by-step and follow it; do you skim it to get an idea; do you read only parts
relevant for you; do you just look at pictures)

• Why do you read documentations?
(first let them talk a bit maybe and then specifically ask: To recreate; to improve smth; because you’re
curious about a topic?) Going for a hierarchy if possible.

• Which documentation type do you prefer?
Documentation vs. Instructions
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Appendix B

Semi-Structured Maker
Interviews

B.0.1 Preparation Document and Protocol



Master Thesis HCI
Participant Preparation Handout
Date: August 11, 2020

Vivian Huff

1 Hardware Setup
Since this will be a digital study, due to the corona pandemic you will need:

• A computer (the OS doesn’t matter)

• A webcam

• A microphone

• Stable internet connection

• Enough free disk space (up to 1 GB for one session)

In order for me to get all relevant information from you, the participant, I need to be able to both hear and
see you. This means you need to have both a working webcam and a working microphone. If either is an
issue for you, please try to acquire both beforehand or notify me so we can cancel your participation and I
can look for a replacement participant.

If you have a problem with being seen on camera or with me recording, please tell me and we can can-
cel your participation in the study, but please notify me of this so I can organise a replacement participant.

In order to have a smooth session, a stable internet connection is crucial. If the connection breaks down, we
still have your recording but the flow of the session is interrupted and you might have a difficult time getting
back into it. The disk space is relevant to capture the recording to have a backup in case the connection
breaks down.
After the session, I will ask you to upload the recordings, as well as notes you took (if you took notes on
paper, please provide pictures). This might take a while and does not have to be done during the session,
but please do upload the data so I can evaluate it. I will provide you with the link during the session.

2 Software Setup
To have an online meeting and record the screen, your webcam and the audio please install the following
software before the meeting:

• Zoom (https://zoom.us/support/download)

Zoom is free, and you do not need an account in order to use it. I will create a meeting for you to join and
will send you an invitation beforehand.

3 Personal Setup
Please keep in mind that you are being recorded, so please remove any personal items from the viewable
region if you do not want them to be seen and if you share your home with someone else, notify them
as well that you are recorded and they maybe should not wander into the room during that time. It will
also be beneficial to the study as you will not be disturbed by them during the session and kicked out of flow.

Please turn off your desktop notifications and hide your desktop icons for your own privacy. If there is
anything sensitive in your browser history, consider clearing it, as I might ask you to open it to go over the
websites you visited during the session. This would also prevent suggestions when you enter characters into
your browser.

Additionally, prepare some water and snacks for you to consume during the study whenever you need
to.



Master Thesis HCI
Study Protocol
Date: April 14, 2021

Vivian Huff

1 Protocol for Think Aloud Study: How do Users Choose their Project
Documentation?

1.1 Context
Some makers do not only wish to create, they also want to enable others to build the things they themselves
have built. In order to do so, they upload a tutorial on how to recreate their piece. In the long run, we
want to help makers along with the documentation process.
But in order to create such help, we need to understand how users pick the tutorials they wish to follow.
Are certain tutorial types preferable? Do people prefer entertainment focused tutorials or technical ones?
What are people looking for?

1.2 Aim
The aim of this study is to find out:

• What are characteristics for the quality of maker project documentation?

• How does experience influence the documentation selection?

• What are the different project phases?
– Do they require different types of knowledge (e.g. procedural vs. factual)?

• What are the different sources users inquire during the ideation phase?

1.3 Task
The participant is asked to choose a project from four suggested topics, those topics were a (desk) lamps,
an Arduino weather station, a side table and a project of their own choosing . Then they have to find a
fitting project documentation/tutorial they would follow were they to actually build this object. There are
no limitations set where they can find this tutorial, they can use the whole Internet and are free to browse.
No time limitation since it could influence people - pressure participants into picking a tutorial they’re not
satisfied with.

1.4 Participants
The participant group should be heterogeneous since the target maker community is a diverse and hetero-
geneous group.

1.5 Experimental Design
The experiment is a user observation with a semi-structured interview.

1.6 Apparatus
The participant is positioned in front of their computer screen and has opened the zoom client, a browser
of their choosing and, if wished, a text document for note taking.
If the participant wished to do so for privacy reasons, the browser was freshly installed or the browser history
deleted and the desktop icons and notifications turned off.
The participant has their audio and video feed turned on and is sharing their screen so that the observer can
follow the participant’s interaction with the device. This data will also be recorded for further evaluation.
In order to not distract the participant, the observer has their audio feed turned off and only turns it on if
the participant has a question that needs to be answered immediately and is linked to the task execution.
Before the task execution the participant was asked whether or not they would like the observer to keep
their video feed turned on, if they do not wish it to be on, the feed will be cut and turned on again after
the task execution for the follow-up questions.
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1.7 Experiment Procedure
The participant was sent the Participant Preparation document to prepare for the first study session.

Before the session the participant is sent a zoom invite link to join the interview session. The session started
by:

• Greeting the participant

• Ask them if they’re well

• Thank them for participating

• Explaining this session is for finding a tutorial the second for virtually conducting it

• Explaining that the session will now start with a short introduction to the study that will answer most
questions

Every participant was read the following introductory text in either German or English:

Thank you very much for finding the time to participate.
I sent you a PDF for the technical setup in advance, did everything work out well or are there still problems
at the moment?

Your task today will be to build one of four DIY projects, I will introduce the topics at the end of the
explanation. You can choose to build the project for yourself or as a gift for someone else. You can
personalize the project according to your favorite theme like a movie or a character. You can choose one
of the four projects immediately and search for tutorials for that project only or you can start by reading
about all four projects and then choose one afterwards.
The idea of the study is that you are looking for a project tutorial to work with. To do this, you can search
the entire Internet and use any medium (video, text, image, etc). (It doesn’t matter if the tutorial is in
English or German, both are allowed.) It doesn’t have to be just one tutorial at the end, if you know right
away that you need additional tutorials for one step, you can search for them (example: You could tell me
”In this step I have to solder, but I don’t know how to do that, I need a tutorial for that too, so I will
search for one now). I also ask you to figure out ways to acquire the materials and tools you would need to
get to carry out the project. If the costs would be a criterion for you to choose the project, please consider
them here in your selection as well. Things you already have on site, you wouldn’t have to re-buy, so you
don’t have to look for them. The materials and tools are necessary for the second part of the study, which
simulates the construction of the project. In the second session we will do a cognitive walkthrough of the
instructions, we will go through step by step how you would recreate this project, which tools would be used
to work on which material, and what you would have to pay attention to. More details will be given during
the second session.
By the end of this session you should have web pages for the following things:

• The tutorials you will work with

• shopping possibilities for all materials

• shopping possibilities for all tools

If you don’t find any instructions at the end because you don’t like anything at all, then that’s fine and a
valid result for the study.

The study is in the so-called Think-Aloud style, which means I will act as a silent observer and you will have
to share your thoughts all the time. If important questions need to be answered during the task execution,
you can ask them, otherwise just try to ignore me and concentrate on finding your project. It is really
important that you share all your thoughts with me, no matter how unimportant they may seem to you,
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please share them with me anyway (example: I saw ”Star Wars” yesterday - that’s why I’m looking for
projects in this style; or There’s a typo in the first sentence, it bothers me as much as I don’t want to read
on, so I’ll close the page). Also, I ask you to always position the mouse where you are looking at the page,
so I can estimate where your focus is and if there are any connection errors. For example, if you are just
reading while not moving or talking, it looks to me as if the connection is broken and I would talk to you
after a while to check if there is really a problem.
If you are satisfied with your choice for a tutorial and gathered the materials, I will ask a few questions
afterwards.
There is no time limit for this study, it takes as long as it takes.
Any questions?

You can take breaks during the study if you need them. If, for whatever reason, you want to stop the study,
then that is no problem either, then we will stop the study immediately.

I’ll now show you a flowchart to explain your task (read out flowchart and answer any questions that might
come up):
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Again, the 4 projects you can choose from are the following:

• A (desk) lamp

• Arduino weather station

• side table

• some project you might be interested in

Now I’ll mute myself if there are no more question. Do you want my video to stay on in case that makes
the interview less awkward for you or should I turn it off? Now please begin your search.

Participant will execute the task and observer will watch them, taking notes on things to ask later.

Once done with task and follow-up questions:

• Ask them if they’re okay and not too stressed

• Thank the participant for participation

• Ask them if they’d be okay with participating in the second session or if this was too much

• If no: ask for feedback on how to improve

• If yes: make an appointment for the second session

• Thank them and goodbye

1.8 Data Analysis
1.8.1 Qualitative Analysis

The recording of the first session will be analyzed by coding [2] using process codes and evaluation codes.
The process codes are then searched for patterns in the behavior while searching for the tutorial and to
decide how experience level impacts the search.
By analyzing the evaluation codes the participants recommendations and impressions are used to extract
the characteristics and formatting they favored.

1.9 References
[1] Lazar, Jonathan, Jinjuan Heidi Feng, and Harry Hochheiser. Research methods in human-computer in-
teraction. Morgan Kaufmann, 2017.

[2] Saldaña, Johnny. The coding manual for qualitative researchers. sage, 2013.
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Appendix C

Code Notebook
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Contents
1 wondering 3

2 judging tutorial 3

3 looking at picture 3

4 skimming tutorial 3

5 skimming text 4

6 gathering items 4

7 considering 4

8 understanding 4

9 planning 4

10 watching video tutorial 5

11 following link 5
11.1 following internal link . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
11.2 following external link . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

12 explaining tutorial issues 6

13 reading 6

14 skipping through video tutorial 6

15 scanning material list 6

16 feeling unhappy/unsatisfied 6

17 explaining 7

18 scanning results 7

19 checking out components 7

20 scanning textbased links 7

21 googleing 8

22 searching reference 8

23 being/feeling lost 8

24 refining search terms 9

25 rating own skill 9

26 comparing 9

27 skimming infobox 9
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28 checking out recommended 10

29 watching preview 10

30 feeling happy/satisfied 10

31 reading comments 10

32 scanning tools list 11

33 looking at video results 11

34 going over suggested projects 11

35 checking section title/page navigation 11

36 looking at thumbnail 12

37 scanning x featured site 12

38 wanting/searching knowledge 12

39 verifying 12

40 taking notes 13

41 checking tutorial host 13

42 searching page for specific term 13

43 scanning ”to buy”-links 13

44 describing project idea 14

45 postponing 14

46 misunderstanding 14

47 scanning code 14

48 searching on youtube 15

49 clicking recommended video 15

50 checking tutorial stats 15

51 checking downloadable content 15
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1 wondering
Definition: The code wondering refers to language suggesting that someone wonders about something or is
confused by the content they are consuming.

2 judging tutorial
Definition: The code judging tutorial refers to language suggesting that someone has an opinion on the
tutorial they consume.

3 looking at picture
Definition: The code looking at picture refers to actions implying that someone looks at a picture or
interacts with a picture.

4 skimming tutorial
Definition: The code skimming tutorial refers to actions or language implying that the consumer skims
through a tutorial. Skimming here means that the consumer does not focus on specific parts of the tutorial
they are interacting with but instead ”scrolls through” it to get an overview of its content.

5 skimming text
Definition: The code skimming text refers to action or language implying that the consumer skims text
instead of reading it. Skimming in this context means reading phrases or keywords in a text instead of
reading the text word for word.

6 gathering items
Definition: The code gathering items refers to actions or language implying that the consumer assemble
materials and tools related to the project they are working on.

7 considering
Definition: The code considering relates to language or actions implying the consumer is thinking about
or considering information given by the tutorial they consume.

8 understanding
Definition: The code understanding relates to language or actions implying the consumer understands
something the may have been wondering about previously.

9 planning
Definition: The code planning relates to language or actions implying the consumer plans their project.
Planning the project here means to decide on which tutorial to follow when, which material and tool to use
and which project approach to realize.
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10 watching video tutorial
Definition: The code watching video tutorial refers to actions or language implying the consumer
watches a video tutorial.

11 following link
Definition: The code following link is a placeholder code for the codes following internal link and
following external link and was not applied itself.

11.1 following internal link
Definition: The code following internal link refers to actions implying the consumer follows a link to
a different page of the website they are currently on and does not leave the domain.

11.2 following external link
Definition: The code following internal link refers to actions implying the consumer follows a link to
a website in a different domain than the one they are currently on.

12 explaining tutorial issues
Definition: The code explaining tutorial issues refers to language indicating issues the consumers has
with the tutorial. Issues can be of various types and depend on the consumer.

13 reading
Definition: The code reading refers to language or actions implying the consumer reads passages of a text
without skipping words or phrases in it.

14 skipping through video tutorial
Definition: The code skipping through video tutorial refers to language or action implying the con-
sumer skips through a video tutorial instead of watching it. Skipping through a video in this context means
the consumer skips over passages by fast forwarding the video.

15 scanning material list
Definition: The code scanning material list refers to language or actions implying the consumer inter-
acts with a list displaying the materials needed for a tutorial.

16 feeling unhappy/unsatisfied
Definition: The code feeling unhappy/unsatisfied refers to language or actions implying the consumer
is unhappy or unsatisfied. This code could only track visible or audible reactions, so it might have not been
applied to all instances the consumer felt that way.

17 explaining
Definition: The code explaining refers to language implying the consumer explains something.
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18 scanning results
Definition: The code scanning results refers to language or actions implying the consumer goes over
the results yielded by a search on Google. Chronologically a googleing code appears before a scanning
results code.

19 checking out components
Definition: The code checking out components refers to language or actions implying the consumer tries
to understand the build of a component or material they might required for a tutorial.

20 scanning textbased links
Definition: The code scanning textbased links refers to language or actions implying the consumer
interacts with textbased search results. Textbased search results in this context are links with descriptions
underneath them, that do not visibly link to a shopping site or have a video directly displayed.

21 googleing
Definition: The code googleing refers to the action of typing something into a search engine and searching
the Internet for results.

22 searching reference
Definition: The code searching reference refers to language or action implying the consumer actively
searches for reference for their project (idea). The reference could be any medium or a tutorial itself. There
had to be audible cues in order to apply this codes such as ”what even is this?”, ”let’s see what’s out there
already”, ”let’s see how others solved this”.

23 being/feeling lost
Definition: The code being/feeling lost refers to language or actions implying the consumer feels or is
lost in their creative process and do not know how to continue. This code could only track visible or audible
reactions, so it might have not been applied to all instances the consumer felt that way.

24 refining search terms
Definition: The code refining search terms refers to language or actions implying the consumer has to
adapt their terms used in a googleing situation since the results yielded by the search do not meet their
criteria.

25 rating own skill
Definition: The code rating own skill refers to language implying the consumer rates their own skill in
order to evaluate whether or not they could realize (a step in) a tutorial or if they require additional support.

26 comparing
Definition: The code comparing refers to language or actions implying the consumer compares several
objects to each other.
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27 skimming infobox
Definition: The code skimming infobox relates to actions or language implying the consumer skims text
in the infobox of a YouTube video. Skimming here refers to reading phrases or words from a text while
skipping over other parts of it.

28 checking out recommended
Definition: The code checking out recommended refers to actions or language implying the consumer
interacts with tutorials recommended by the website they are currently browsing.

29 watching preview
Definition: The code watching preview refers to the actions or language implying the consumer interacts
with the preview of a tutorial. A preview in this case refers to an animated thumbnail either by a video
tutorial or a textbased one.

30 feeling happy/satisfied
Definition: The code feeling happy/satisfied refers to language or actions implying the consumer feels
happy or satisfied while interacting with a tutorial or during their creative process. This code could only
track visible or audible reactions, so it might have not been applied to all instances the consumer felt that
way.

31 reading comments
Definition: The code reading comments refers to language or actions implying the consumer reads the
comments on a tutorial. Comments in this context refer to commentary found in a designated comments
section often found underneath the tutorial on the website.

32 scanning tools list
Definition: The code scanning tools list refers to language or actions implying the consumer interacts
with a list displaying the tools needed for a tutorial.

33 looking at video results
Definition: The code looking at video results refers to language or actions implying the consumer
interacts with the video based search results. Video based search results in this context are links to a video
that have a video preview for the tutorial or a thumbnail but no textual description except the title.

34 going over suggested projects
Definition: The code going over suggested projects refers to language or actions implying the consumer
interacts with the project ideas suggested during the task introduction.
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35 checking section title/page navigation
Definition: The code checking section title/page navigation refers to actions or language implying
the consumer interacts with the section titles in a textual tutorial or a navigation possibility for a textual
tutorial. A navigation possibility in this context refers to an outline that might be interactable or not.

36 looking at thumbnail
Definition: The code looking at thumbnail refers to actions or language implying the consumer interacts
with the thumbnail of a tutorial. A thumbnail in this context refers to a picture advertising the tutorial,
some thumbails have script on them while others do not, both types were counted a thumbnails.

37 scanning x featured site
Definition: The code scanning x featured site refers to actions or language implying a consumer inter-
acts with a website featuring and advertising several tutorials.

38 wanting/searching knowledge
Definition: The code wanting/searching knowledge refers to language or actions implying the consumer
requires specific knowledge and/or starts searching for it either on the tutorial itself or from other sources.

39 verifying
Definition: The code verifying refers to actions or language implying the consumer interacts with infor-
mation in order to verify a different piece of information they got from a source.

40 taking notes
Definition: The code taking notes refers actions implying the consumer takes notes to log information on
their creative process.

41 checking tutorial host
Definition: The code checking tutorial host refers to the action or language implying the consumer
checks which website hosts the tutorial they are currently interacting with.

42 searching page for specific term
Definition: The code searching page for specific term refers to actions and language implying the
consumer interacts with a tutorial by searching it for a specific term either by using the search bar or
scanning a text for it.

43 scanning ”to buy”-links
Definition: The code scanning "to buy"-links refers to language or actions implying the consumer in-
teracts with search results visibly linking to a shopping site.
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44 describing project idea
Definition: The code describing project idea refers to language implying the consumer describes their
project idea.

45 postponing
Definition: The code postponing refers to language or actions implying the consumer postpones an action
in their creative or search process.

46 misunderstanding
Definition: The code misunderstanding refers to language or actions implying the consumer misunderstand
information provided by a tutorial. Misunderstanding in this context refers to the action of misinterpreting
the provided information which leads to issues later on.

47 scanning code
Definition: The code scanning code refers to actions or language implying the consumer interacts with
programming code displayed in a tutorial.

48 searching on youtube
Definition: The code searching on youtube refers to actions of typing something into the search bar on
YouTube and conducting the search.

49 clicking recommended video
Definition: The code clicking on recommended video refers to action of a consumer clicking on a video
recommended by the website they are currently browsing.

50 checking tutorial stats
Definition: The code checking tutorial stats refers to language or actions implying the consumer checks
the statistics offered by a tutorial about itself. Statistics in this context refers to information about the such
as duration, costs or difficulty.

51 checking downloadable content
Definition: The code checking downloadable content refers to actions or language implying the consumer
interacts with content offered for download by the tutorial.
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Appendix D

Code Statistics

D.0.1 Evaluation Code Statistics

+ Code Statistics

The included files display the statistics of the 112 applied
evaluation codes related to positive opinions, referred to as
+ codes.



Segments Percentage
+in	ideating	phase	video	tuts/pics	to	get	feel	of	project 10 8,93
+nice	to	start	with	general	info,	product	pics,	tools/materials 8 7,14
+final	project	in	thumbnail	for	selection	process 6 5,36
+videos	to	SEE	the	process	of	bulding	project 5 4,46
+stepbystep	tuts	for	concrete	plan	solving;	no	detail	needed 5 4,46
+offer	video	tut	in	text	tut 5 4,46
+tutorial	as	mostly	standalone	source	of	info	for	project 5 4,46
+process	tuts	learning/exploring;	pre-existing	domain	knowledge 4 3,57
+videos	for	complex	processes/projects 4 3,57
+process	tuts	in	video	form;	exploration/ideating	phase 3 2,68
+joking=relaxed	atmosphere;	no	high	expectations;	sympathy 3 2,68
+text	tuts	better	for	planning/solving	specific	issues 3 2,68
+segmenting	vid	via	text	overlay	if	visible	while	skimming 2 1,79
+segmenting	youtube	tut	in	timeline	(timestamp	feature) 2 1,79
+keywords	(low	cost/special	material/technique) 2 1,79
+troubleshooting	at	end 2 1,79
+files	to	test	project	each	step 2 1,79
+parts	list	early	on	to	measure	costs;	discern	if	tut	fits	idea 2 1,79
+longer	maker	focussed	intro	when	entertainment	branding 2 1,79
+reference	to	discern	if	diy	practical	(features,look,cost) 2 1,79
+pictures	catch	interest	easily,	draw	eye 2 1,79
+text	on	thumbnail	easier	scanning/understanding	project 2 1,79
+reviews	on	tutorial	nice	but	no	"must	have" 2 1,79
+good	looks	might	outweigh	negatives 2 1,79
+offering	more	knowledge	via	links	especially		in	complex	tut 1 0,89
+(text)	long	process	explanations	in	learning	based	tutorial 1 0,89
+(text)	short	reasoning	for	procedure	(1-2	sent) 1 0,89
+outline	showing	where	you	currently	are	in	tut 1 0,89
+mention	"tech	ecosystem"	early	on	to	discern	if	realizable 1 0,89
+joking	tut	tone	in	ideating		phase 1 0,89
+mentioning	domain	experience	w/context	warnings	in	intro 1 0,89
+animated/moving	objects/gifs	starting	to	move	by	mouse	hover 1 0,89
+footnotes/sidebar	to	hide	extra	bg	knowledge/discussion 1 0,89
+maker	in	thumbnail	if	entertainment	factor/channel	branding 1 0,89
+process	tut	including	failures	to	prevent	potential	errors 1 0,89
+"professional"	looking	bg=more	professional/trustworthy 1 0,89
+popping	color	in	pic	can	draw	eye 1 0,89
+youtube	beginner	friendly	since	great	variety	of	tuts 1 0,89
+video	tuts	for	niche	domains	since	text	cryptic	translations 1 0,89
+text	tus	easier	to	compare 1 0,89
+mentioning	possible	alternatives/that	alternatives	possible 1 0,89
+pre-asselmbled	kits/or	lists	w/	definitely	fitting	parts 1 0,89
+shorter	tuts	since	more	diy	->	actually	figuring	out	yourself 1 0,89
+long	tutorial	usually	contains	a	lot	of	information 1 0,89
+discussing	approaches/failures	in	"not	novel"	project	tut 1 0,89
+tables	(with	data)	are	point	of	interest 1 0,89
+support	consumer	along	way	w/	formatting/layout/textflow 1 0,89
+nicer	to	have	picture	with	short	explanation 1 0,89
+"sixth	sense"	for	when	struggling	to	add	tips&tricks	to	tut 1 0,89
+enthusiastic	but	not	patronizing	behavior 1 0,89
+everything	on	one	page 1 0,89
TOTAL 112 100,00
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- Code Statistics

The included files display the statistics of the 111 applied
evaluation codes related to negative opinions, referred to
as - codes.



Segments Percentage
-only/long	text	causes	consumer	to	be	overwhelmed 7 6,31
-pictures	unrelated	to	project	(cant	find	product	first	glance) 6 5,41
-"covering	up"	final	product	in	thumbnail	w/	smth	else 5 4,50
-untested	tut	w/	errors;wrong/missing	steps 4 3,60
-thumbnail	might	imply	difficulty/tool	and	turn	away	beginners 3 2,70
-wrong	step	size	(too	small	step;	too	little	explanation) 3 2,70
-tuts	don't	mention	failure;how	much	fiddling	required 3 2,70
-intro	not	relevant	for	tutorial	to	understand	process 3 2,70
-tuts	don't	include	enough	warnings/details/hints/approach	disc 3 2,70
-in	planning	phase	video	tuts	too	long,	rather	read 3 2,70
-very	big	header	picture 3 2,70
-little	text;	many	ads 3 2,70
-"self-promotion	at	diy	level" 3 2,70
-autoplay	gifs	or	moving/animated	objects	in	text 2 1,80
-unfinished	looking	product	at	end	of	video 2 1,80
-large	picture	at	start	of	step,	little	visible	text	on	screen	 2 1,80
-maker	in	thumbnail	if	focus	product	(diy	vs	maker	channel) 2 1,80
-ugly/unreadable	script	(comic	sans) 2 1,80
-broken	links	might	cause	leaving	page 2 1,80
-only/too	many	technical	terms	 2 1,80
-writing	targeted	at	absolute	beginners	or	kids 2 1,80
-	missing	details	for	materials	(e.g.	glue	for	what,	size) 2 1,80
-videos	diffcult	to	survey 2 1,80
-forced	into	video's	pace 2 1,80
-using	smth	finished,	easily	buildable	in	diy	project 2 1,80
-long	textpages	w/o	outline	difficult	to	skim	and	navigate 2 1,80
-confused	by	tutorial	structure 2 1,80
-narrow	layout->	little	information	per	screen 2 1,80
-(vid)	only	text	and	no	audio 1 0,90
-(vid)	unneccessary	chatter	for	artificial	pauses/pacing	 1 0,90
-not	being	able	to	zoom	in	on	pictures	to	see	detail 1 0,90
-tut	teaches	very	specific	approach	instead	universal 1 0,90
-picture	results	"too	many"	and	not	dedicated	clear	thumbnail 1 0,90
-(text)	long	process	reasoning	in	step-guide 1 0,90
-big	pictures	at	start	of	step	hog	attention 1 0,90
-pictures	embedded	into	text	instead	of	clearly	separated 1 0,90
-small,	snuck	in	outlines	skipped 1 0,90
-joking	tone	in	planning	phase	since	lower	info	content 1 0,90
-brand	tuts	(eg.	obi,	hornbach)	no	diy	project	since	buy	kit 1 0,90
-program	code	w/	little	comments/explanation 1 0,90
-calling	a	diagram	a	schematic 1 0,90
-videos	forget	"core"	information	(e.g.	material/tools) 1 0,90
-videos	don't	offer	straightfoward	highly	condensed	info 1 0,90
-trying	to	sell	product	instead	of	being	a	tut 1 0,90
-bad/unclear	section	formatting	hinders	tutorial	skimming 1 0,90
-videos	can't	be	searched	for	keywords 1 0,90
-long	text,	no	pictures	difficult	for	beginner	w/	physical	obj 1 0,90
-complexity	of	tut	depends	on	complexity	proj+amount	parts 1 0,90
-aesthetical	keywords	(e.g.	designer)	imply	dififculty+design 1 0,90
-video	tutorial	bad	audio	quality	(accents,	unlikeable	voices) 1 0,90
-no	explanations	in	video	tut	at	all 1 0,90
-inline	code	suggest	no	technical	knowledge 1 0,90
-clickbaity	motivational	header/title 1 0,90
-host	for	many	things	so	not	good	for	smth	specific 1 0,90
-tutorial	hidden	behind	link	in	introduction 1 0,90
-"more	art	than	science"	tut;	little	explanation	on	how	to	do 1 0,90
-wordpress	has	ugly	design 1 0,90
-wordpress	cheap	host=unprofessional 1 0,90
-broken	links	=	no	learning	effect/being	lost	in	foreign	domain 1 0,90
-many	technical	terms	w/o	visual	support/explanation 1 0,90
TOTAL 111 100,00
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Recommendation Code Statistics

The included files display the statistics of the 324 applied
recommendation codes.



Segments Percentage
REC:	include	materials/tools	at	beginning	w/	pics	for	beginners 32 9,88
REC:	use	step-by-step	format	(enable	skipping+not	miss	step) 20 6,17
REC:	thumbnail	focus	on	main	topic	(product/technique/person) 19 5,86
REC:	include	pictures/diagrams/schematics	explaining	step 19 5,86
REC:	intro	explains	what	tutorial	is	about	"what	will	we	do" 15 4,63
REC:	put	thought/effort	into	formatting/looks/layout/writing 13 4,01
REC:	clear	sectioning	->	mind	your	formatting	to	enable	flow 11 3,40
REC:	guide	in	pic+explanation	layout 10 3,09
REC:	consumer	might	filter	host;free=low	qual,	chain	no	special 9 2,78
REC:	include	pictures	final	product	for	first	impression 9 2,78
REC:	SHORT	outro	"what	did	we	do"	w/	product	pref	in	action 9 2,78
REC:	curate	links;provide	alternatives/knowledge	to	help	urself 8 2,47
REC:	videos/pic	series	for	complex	processes/task/projects 7 2,16
REC:	chronological	flow	in	steps	/	linearity 7 2,16
REC:	thumbnail	text	concise,	not	intrusive	font/color,	readable 7 2,16
REC:	videos	w/	timecodes/navigation	techniques 7 2,16
REC:	joking	tone	in	tutorials	fine;	not	for	elongating	tut 7 2,16
REC:	reasonably	long	intro 7 2,16
REC:	include	keywords	in	title	project+key	component/technique 6 1,85
REC:	include	tips	for	step	in	step	itself+highlight	them 6 1,85
REC:	keep	everything	as	short	as	possible 6 1,85
REC:	link	tuts	for	bg	knowledge/more	infos	if	no	learn	focus 6 1,85
REC:	(vid	tut)	give	explanations	for	steps	text/audio 5 1,54
REC:	picture	for	step	only	when	explain	whole	step 4 1,23
REC:	include	tutorial	stats	preferrably	beginning 4 1,23
REC:	visibly	separated	outline/sidebar	for	navigation/overview 4 1,23
REC:	warnings	intro	explanation,	step,	vid	outro	for	skippers 4 1,23
REC:	"look	like	a	tutorial"	don't	advertise	products	too	much 4 1,23
REC:	lists	parts	required	for	step 3 0,93
REC:	technical	component	details	easily	surveyable 3 0,93
REC:	don't	use	header	picture	spanning	whole	page	w/	no	info	 3 0,93
REC:	(vid)	COMPLETE	materials/tools	in	infobox 3 0,93
REC:	mention	required	knowledge	early	on 3 0,93
REC:	intro	gives	SHORT	overview	of	steps	"How	will	we	do" 3 0,93
REC:	(vid)	text	overlay	with	step	info 3 0,93
REC:	clear/precise/technical	header/title 3 0,93
REC:	mind	colorscheme	/	readability	/	visibility 3 0,93
REC:	(vid)	offer	subtitles 2 0,62
REC:	(text)process	tut	in	learning	based;	little/no	detail	sbs 2 0,62
REC:	(vid	tut)	show	complex	movements,	beginning,	end	of	step 2 0,62
REC:	list	each	substep/move	for	a	step 2 0,62
REC:	formatted	code	files	included	no	inline	code 2 0,62
REC:	step:	step	visible	in	picture	+	first	few	text	steps	under 2 0,62
REC:	test	your	tut	for	errors 2 0,62
REC:	thumbnail	high	contrast,	simple	design,	product	in	use 2 0,62
REC:	SHORT	explanation	for	domain	specific	knowledge 2 0,62
REC:	(can)	mention	maker	domain	experience	in	intro 1 0,31
REC:	(vid	tut)	process	visible	before	bg;	clear	movement 1 0,31
REC:	do	not	add	unneccessary	details	to	material	descriptions 1 0,31
REC:	link	other	tutorial	parts	easily	findable 1 0,31
REC:	don't	use	wordpress	design? 1 0,31
REC:	mention	in	title	if	part	of	series 1 0,31
REC:	support	technical	terms	(visual	pic/process/explanation) 1 0,31
REC:	if	unclear	thumbnail	add	keyword	descriptive	text 1 0,31
REC:	shorter	text	segements	or	big	line	spacing	for	better	flow 1 0,31
REC:	(vid)	short	step	intro	at	beginning	each	step	(what,	how) 1 0,31
REC:	explanation	if	contradict	ealier	process 1 0,31
REC:	check	grammar/spelling 1 0,31
REC:	scripted,	high	quality	audio 1 0,31
REC:	show	process	start	to	finish	product 1 0,31
TOTAL 324 100,00
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D.0.2 Process Code Statistics

The included files display the statistics of the 2228 applied
process codes.



Segments Percentage
wondering 180 8,08
judging	tutorial 166 7,45
looking	at	picture 161 7,23
skimming	tutorial	 152 6,82
skimming	text 117 5,25
gathering	items 97 4,35
considering 94 4,22
understanding 85 3,82
planning 81 3,64
watching	video	tutorial 80 3,59
following	link 77 3,46
explaining	tutorial	issues 72 3,23
reading 72 3,23
skipping	through	video	tutorial 68 3,05
scanning	material	list 56 2,51
feeling	unhappy/unsatisfied 50 2,24
explaining 45 2,02
scanning	results 45 2,02
checking	out	components 42 1,89
scanning	textbased	links 40 1,80
googleing 38 1,71
searching	reference 34 1,53
being/feeling	lost 28 1,26
refining	search	terms 26 1,17
rating	own	skills 26 1,17
comparing 24 1,08
skimming	infobox 22 0,99
checking	out	recommended 22 0,99
watching	preview 21 0,94
feeling	happy/satisfied 19 0,85
reading	comments 17 0,76
scanning	tools	list 16 0,72
looking	at	video	results 16 0,72
going	over	suggested	projects 16 0,72
checking	section	title/page	navigation 14 0,63
looking	at	thumbnail 13 0,58
scanning	x	featured	site 11 0,49
wanting/searching	knowledge 10 0,45
verifying 9 0,40
taking	notes 9 0,40
checking	tutorial	host 9 0,40
searching	page	for	specific	term 9 0,40
scanning	"to	buy"-links 7 0,31
describing	project	idea 7 0,31
postponing 5 0,22
misunderstanding 5 0,22
scanning	code 4 0,18
searching	on	youtube 4 0,18
clicking	recommended	video 3 0,13
checking	tutorial	stats 2 0,09
checking	downloadable	content 2 0,09
TOTAL 2228 100,00
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Appendix E

Checklist for Tutorials



Master Thesis HCI
Checklist for Tutorials (Text, Video, Mixed)
Date: May 18, 2021

Vivian Huff

1 During the Project
1.1 Documenting

� Create steps to follow

� Take pictures of project
� Before step
� After step

� Create videos or picture timeline of difficult/complex steps

� Take notes on problems that occurred

� Take notes on practices that you use that might be considered uncommon

1.2 Pictures
� Mind general rules of product photography

� not too grainy
� not too bad lighting
� project is in view and not cut off on the side

� High information content
� Explains a step or situation
� Has notes on it if needed (dimensions/directions explained; tools marked if could be unclear; etc)
� Does not contradict tutorial explanations

� Not too big/too small
• Not as big as the screen but also not so tiny that you have to zoom in 200%
• Comfortable size around 250*330 pixel - allows for text and several more steps to be shown on screen;

needs to be bigger if more has to be shown
• If several pictures or has to be bigger maybe allow a slideshow and zoom but make it a visible feature.

� Captions are helpful and can be appreciated but most likely will be ignored.

� If picture is not self-explanatory people WILL misunderstand, be mad, and even sometimes drop the tutorial.

1.3 Consider before writing
� Who is your tutorial for?

� Absolute Beginners
� Novices with basic knowledge
� Experts with a lot of domain experience

� Who do you want to be?
� Entertainer
� Teacher
� Showcaser

� What makes your project special/unique?



Master Thesis HCI
Checklist for Tutorials (Text, Video, Mixed)
Date: May 18, 2021

Vivian Huff

� Overall tone and mood of tutorial?
• Joking tone can be appreciated or completely ignored.
• Technical tone loses absolute beginners.
• Don’t make jokes at other’s expenses.
• Don’t use regional humor.

1.4 Title
� Informative title

� Mind script
� Mind contrast script/background
� What is this project about?
� What makes it special/unique?

1.5 Thumbnail
� Picture/GIF of final product in action

� Mind lighting
� Mind contrast product/background
� Focus on product

� Keywords explaining uniqueness/Specialness (e.g. upcycling, no screws, etc)
� Mind script
� Mind contrast script/background
� Keep it short and simple
� Keep it unobtrusive

� If entertainer: Can show yourself in thumbnail

2 Formatting
2.1 Text Tutorial

� One long scrollable and searchable tutorial → don’t use several linked pages

� Make it navigable → Outline to the left of the tutorial

� Long continuous text might lose people → tiring to read and keep track of steps

� For longer projects add section titles or step titles that tell the reader what will be done
• The tutorial should be formatted. segmented, steps introduced, so that the consumer always knows

where they’re at and can put away the tutorial after finishing one step, so that the project won’t break
from pausing and the consumer return w/o having issues picking it back up.

� Mind the formatting. (Font size, bolding, section titles in different font, etc) → Visual hierarchy

� People seem to rarely read stuff at the very top of the page - but rather where the mouse usually hovers at
the top 2/3rds of the screen and on the left. Don’t position important knowledge at the very top.

• If you position a picture there - people seem to ignore text that is right of it.

� Order picture and text so that text is on the left and picture is on the right.



Master Thesis HCI
Checklist for Tutorials (Text, Video, Mixed)
Date: May 18, 2021

Vivian Huff

� Eye is very often drawn along by pictures.
• Text w/o pictures might be skipped if you have many paragraphs with pictures and some w/o
• Even more relevant if you use pictures with bright colors

� Make pictures self-explanatory since there will be people who will come to the tutorial and only look at the
pictures

� Add additional non-project-relevant information in an non-intrusive way
• e.g. background knowledge, decision structure, alternative techniques, fundamentals, etc.
• For shorter explanations maybe tooltip style (e.g. wikipedia)
• Add a section at the bottom containing additional stuff so interested people can read it and others

aren’t bothered
• If know other tutorials that already explain stuff or recap required knowledge: link them

2.2 Video Tutorial
� Timestap the video to make it easier to skim or skip certain steps.

� Only add a voicetrack if the sound quality is good.

� If you don’t have a voicetrack add on screen notes (that can be hidden).
� What step
� What material/tools
� Can also be done to make video easier to follow in general → good to have

� Caption it → makes it easier to follow

� Mind the lighting and focus - maybe record from the top so it can be seen what you’re doing.

� Show pre and post step product so people can compare.

� Short intro of self is skipped most of the time
• only include if entertainment focus or when prior experience is relevant

� Make it noticeable if part of a several part series!

� Use the infobox!
� What is the project?
� Link the timestamps
� Materials & Tools list

2.3 Mixed Tutorials (text tutorials with video support)
� Everything in Text Tutorial is relevant for mixed ones

� General recording rules of Video Tutorial formatting apply

� Videos very short! (1 - 2 minutes)

� Use videos for visual step support → show the process/technique

� No long explanations in videos!

� People might not watch included videos → do not put important information into videos only
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3 Tutorial Structure
• Introduction

� What will be done? (2 - 3 sentences)
� How will it be done? (2 - 3 sentences)

� Summarize process if long or complex → short!
� Mention required knowledge/experiences
� Show materials and tools

� Add pictures
� Separate tools (reusable) and materials (consumables) → 2 lists
� Link to items if possible (but curate them, broken links put readers off)
� Mention alternatives if difficult to acquire or expensive

� Name project stats
� Duration
� Costs
� Difficulty Level

� If entertainer: shortly introduce yourself
� If your technical background important: shortly introduce yourself

• Main Tutorial

� Break up process into smaller segments
� For each segment/step:

� Where do we start?
� Picture of current project state
� What is needed for step?

– List of items if many
– Maybe picture of assembled tools and material

� Sequence the steps chronologically
� Describe required substeps

– Not too short (don’t put cutting a piece of string as one step)
– Not too long (don’t put assembling a wooden lamp from 10+ pieces as one step)

� Add picture timeline or gif of complex processes for visual support
� Highlight issues that might come up
� Easy to catch warnings!
� Hints for execution if there are difficult substeps
� For technical/electrical projects add diagrams/schematics for easy overview
� Offer downloadable content (e.g. 3d printer files, patterns, blueprints, code, etc.)

– No inline code!
– Common/best practice code formatting
– Offer as downloadable file for easy access and use

� Where do we end?
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� Picture of final project state
� If for beginners or teacher role: Add explanations and details for steps

– Why do we do this?
– Why do we do it this way?
– What do we have to watch out for?
– If know other tutorials that already explain or recap required knowledge: link them.

• Outro (3 - 4 sentences)
� What did we do? very short
� Show final product in use gif or pictures

• End
� Troubleshooting

– Explain failures along the way
– Ways for customization
– If Novices/Experts or showcaser role: Knowledge/Explanation Section

∗ Info on material/tool perks
∗ Info on different processes/techniques
∗ Background knowledge
∗ Fundamentals that could be required if you have no good tutorial to link.
∗ Alternative ways to complete steps.
∗ Decision structure along the way.

Example Desk Lamp Segmenting:
• 1 Step: Lamp Base

– Cutting wood into shape
– Drilling holes for screws
– Inserting weights
– Fixing wooden plates onto each other

• 2 Step: Lamp Body/arm
– Cutting the wood into shape
– Filing the joint
– Assembling the arm

• Lamp shade
– Cutting wood into shape
– Assembling the pieces
– Gluing them together
– Connecting it to arm

• Wiring

• Testing
– Adjusting weights if needed
– Checking wiring
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